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CANNA Coco A&B

2 Part complete professional nutrient
Coco A&B is a complete professional nutrient for growing plants in coco. It contains all the
essential elements for optimal growing and flowering. Thanks to the special characteristics
of coco substrate, CANNA Coco A&B doesn’t have a Vega and Flores variant, but there is
one unique formulation for both the growth and blooming phase. We can’t make things any
easier! Coco A&B is easy to use, dissolves directly and is extremely suitable for growing in
all watering systems, for example, ‘run-to-waste’ systems, flood systems and ebb and flow
systems.
Coco A&B is composed of high-value minerals. Coco A&B contains natural chelates,
humic and fulvic acids which give the plant optimum nutrient absorption. Growers
Throughout the world have been enthusiastic for years about the explosive growth and
profuse flowering with Coco A&B.

SIZE

MSRP

CAN-COCO-1L

1L

£18.37

CAN-COCO-5L

5L

£50.64

CAN-COCO-10L

10L

£78.94

PRODUCT CODE
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CANNA Terra Vega

CANNA Terra Flores

ITerra Vega is a complete professional nutrient for the growing phase of plants. It’s
specially developed for growing in pots or potting mix and can be used for both indoor and
outdoor cultivation. Terra Vega ensures a strong plant with large vital shoots and
luxuriant root development. This is important for healthy, powerful growth and a high yield.

Terra Flores is a complete professional nutrient for the flowering phase of plants. It is
specially developed for growing in pots and potting mixes. Terra Flores stimulates the
fructification and provides every plant with its characteristic flavour. It can be used for both
indoor and outdoor cultivation.

Terra Vega guarantees complete absorption of water and feeding from the start of
cultivation. This is because Terra Vega is rich in nitrogen compounds that can be
absorbed directly, high-value iron chelates and trace elements.

Terra Flores prevents the binding of nutritional ions. The availability and composition of
nutrients play a crucial role during the plant’s flowering phase. It is also easy to use and
dissolves directly.

Terra Vega is suitable for use with different types of potting mixes such as pre-fertilised
potting mixes or potting mix that is nutrient deficient or has been used previously.

Terra Flores is excellent in stimulating the fruit formation and contains all the nutrients that
the flowers need during the flowering phase.

Single component fertilizer

PRODUCT CODE

Single component fertilizer

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

CAN-TV-1L

1L

£17.18

CAN-TF-1L

1L

£17.18

CAN-TV-5L

5L

£44.85

CAN-TF-5L

5L

£44.85

CAN-TV-10L

10L

£77.40

CAN-TF-10L

10L

£77.40

NUTRIENTS &
SUBSTRATES
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CANNA Aqua Vega A&B

CANNA Aqua Flores A&B

Aqua Vega is a fast working nutrient for plants containing all the essential elements for
optimal growing. The growing phase is important because during this phase the plants lay
the basis for an exuberant bloom and yield. Aqua Vega is used in recirculating systems,
such as NFT or ebb and flow systems.

Aqua Flores is a complete nutrient for plants, containing all the essential elements for
optimal flowering. Aqua Flores is used in recirculating systems, such as NFT or ebb and flow
systems. Aqua Flores stimulates the growth of fruits and contains all necessary elements
that are required during the blooming phase. For example, the plant requires less nitrogen
during the blooming phase. However, the need for potassium and phosphorous is greater.
Aqua Flores is rich in these elements and special chelated trace elements allow direct
absorption resulting in a perfect bloom.

2 part fast working nutrient

2 part complete nutrient

Aqua Vega is easy to use and dissolves directly. Aqua Vega nutrition contains pHSo there is no need to adjust the pH. Aqua Vega also ensures a strong plant with vital
growth spurts and excessive root development. It contains directly absorb-able nitrogen
compounds, high-quality EDDHA iron chelating agents and trace elements that guarantee
an ideal start for the blooming phase.

SIZE

MSRP

1L

£18.65

CAN-AF-1L

CAN-AV-5L

5L

£50.65

CAN-AV-10L

10L

£78.92

PRODUCT CODE
CAN-AV-1L
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Aqua Flores is easy to use, dissolves directly and is extremely suitable for growing with
recirculating hydroponic systems. It contains pH-stabilisers, so there is no need to adjust
the pH. Aqua Flores stimulates the fructification and provides every plant with its
Characteristic flavour.

NUTRIENTS &
SUBSTRATES

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

1L

£18.29

CAN-AF-5L

5L

£49.72

CAN-AF-10L

10L

£77.50

CANNA COGr Vega A&B

CANNA COGr Flores A&B

COGr Vega is a complete professional nutrient for the growing period of plants in COGr
boards. COGr Vega ensures healthy and strong plants that produce long, vigorous growth
shoots.

COGr Flores is a complete professional nutrient for the blooming period of plants in COGr
boards. It stimulates fruit development and provides an unequalled juice production and
large fruits. COGr Flores in combination with the COGr growing medium is the nutrient for
the experienced and Demanding grower.

2 Part complete professional nutrient

2 Part complete professional nutrient

COGr Vega contains all the essential elements for optimal growing. COGr nutrition also
contains pH-stabilisers and humic and fulvic acids. COGr nutrients in combination with
COGr growing substrate are the ideal combination for the experienced and demanding
grower.

COGr Flores contains all the essential elements for optimal flowering. COGr nutrition also
contains pH-stabilisers and humic and fulvic acids.

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

CAN-COGV-1L

1L

£18.37

CAN-COGV-5L

5L

£50.64

CAN-COGV-10L

10L

£78.95

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

CAN-COGF-1L

1L

£18.37

CAN-COGF-5L

5L

£50.64

CAN-COGF-10L

10L

£78.95

NUTRIENTS &
SUBSTRATES
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CANNA Hydro Vega A&B

2 Part complete professional nutrient
Hydro Vega is a complete professional nutrient for the growing phase of plants. It is
Specially developed for growing in inert run-to-waste systems. At the beginning of the
growing phase, the plant lays the foundation for its eventual yield. Hydro Vega can be
applied to all types of inert substrates.
Hydro Vega promotes a healthy and powerful growth, which is vital for side shoots and a
luxuriant root development. A complete absorption of nutrients and water is guaranteed
from the beginning of the cultivation because Hydro Vega is rich indirectly absorb-able
nitrogen compounds, high-quality EDDHA iron chelate and trace elements.

CANNA Hydro Vega soft water

CANNA Hydro Vega hard water
SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

1L

£17.53

CAN-HVSW-1L

1L

£17.53

CAN-HV-5L

5L

£44.30

CAN-HVSW-5L

5L

£44.30

CAN-HV-10L

10L

£78.88

CAN-HVSW-10L

10L

£78.88

PRODUCT CODE
CAN-HV-1L
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CANNA Hydro Flores A&B

2 Part complete professional nutrient
Hydro Flores is a complete professional nutrient for the flowering phase of plants. It is
specially developed for growing in inert run-to-waste systems. Hydro Flores is directly
available for the plant and consists of a correct composition of nutrients, which is crucial
during the flowering phase.
Hydro Flores takes into account that less nitrogen is needed, for example, but an
Increased need for potassium and phosphor occurs. In addition, the unique formula of
Hydro Flores is rich in chelated trace elements in a directly absorb-able form. This results in
an exuberant bloom.

CANNA Hydro Flores hard water

CANNA Hydro Flores soft water
SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

1L

£16.79

CAN-HFSW-1L

1L

£16.76

CAN-HF-5L

5L

£42.44

CAN-HFSW-5L

5L

£42.45

CAN-HF-10L

10L

£75.50

CAN-HFSW-10L

10L

£75.49

PRODUCT CODE
CAN-HF-1L

NUTRIENTS &
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CANNA RHIZOTONIC

CANNAZYM

Powerful algae based root stimulator

High-quality enzyme product

RHIZOTONIC is a powerful, algae based, vegetative stimulator for plant roots. It contains
multiple vitamins and is 100% natural. RHIZOTONIC adds more than 60 microbiological
substances that considerably speed up the growth of a balanced root environment. There
are countless benefits to using RHIZOTONIC, such as it being able to stimulate new root
growth on cuttings and transplants. The various trace elements and vitamins in
RHIZOTONIC such as B1 & B2 stimulate the production of hormones and root growth, thus
providing beautiful, strong white roots.
Furthermore, RHIZOTONIC is often sprayed on leaves and can be used as a simple means
for raising the pH level in fertiliser tanks. RHIZOTONIC can be used regardless of the type of
medium. It is suitable for cultivation in potting mix and hydro culture. You can use it during
the whole growth cycle. From seed to harvest!
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CANNAZYM is a high-quality enzyme product that speeds up the process of breaking down
dead root material and activates beneficial micro-organisms. CANNAZYM also helps plants
take up nutrients and increases the resistance against diseases. Enzymes are substances
that speed up the reactions in living organisms. For example, enzymes play a vital role in our
digestion.
CANNAZYM is indispensable if you are going to reuse substrates for growing. The root
Remains will be rapidly broken down and transformed into advantageous nutrients;
Infections will be prevented and the air/water relation in the root environment will be
Improved. You can use CANNAZYM during the whole growth cycle. The enzymes in
CANNAZYM help form new roots. The easy-to-absorb vitamins in CANNAZYM also
Stimulate the plant to form new roots. This increases the health of the plant.

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

CAN-RHI-250

250ml

£14.27

CAN-CZM-250

250ml

£8.56

1L

£22.60

5L

£94.65

CAN-RHI-1L

1L

£42.37

CAN-CZM-1L

CAN-RHI-5L

5L

£181.07

CAN-CZM-5L

CAN-RHI-10L

10L

£379.55

NUTRIENTS &
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CANNA PK 13/14

CANNA BOOST Accelerator

If you want the biggest fruits and flowers, PK 13/14 is the right product for you. PK 13/14 is
a mixture of top quality nutritional minerals that stimulate flowering. It’s easy to use and
makes for high yields. PK 13/14 is suitable for any growing medium. Furthermore, it only
needs to be applied for a week to the nutrient reservoir. If you do this at the right moment,
you will get astonishing results!

BOOST ACCELERATOR boosts the metabolism of your plants. This is important because
the uptake of nutrients depends greatly on the plant’s health and metabolism rate. BOOST
ACCELERATOR is specially developed for short cycle plant varieties.

Top quality nutritional minerals

Plant metabolism booster

PK 13/14 is a high-grade mixture of phosphorus and potassium that is added during the
flowering phase. Both elements play a big role during the generative phase of plants.
Thanks to a special production
Process CANNA has succeeded in combining pure phosphorous and potassium in very high
Concentrations. This makes PK 13/14 available to the plant quickly and directly.

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

250ml

£7.06

CAN-BST-250

CAN-PK-1L

1L

£15.73

CAN-PK-5L

5L

£70.68

PRODUCT CODE
CAN-PK-250

SIZE

BOOST ACCELERATOR stimulates the development of new flowers. Because of this, the
fruits can become heavier, taste is also guaranteed to be better. Most boosters are just
additional nutrients. True boosters like BOOST ACCELERATOR however really boost the
metabolism of a plant and makes it more healthy. BOOST ACCELERATOR is ‘the new boost
generation’.

SIZE

MSRP

250ml

£32.26

CAN-BST-1L

1L

£77.53

CAN-BST-5L

5L

£269.44

NUTRIENTS &
SUBSTRATES
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CANNACURE

CANNA FLUSH

CANNACURE is a unique leaf nutrient that prevents and controls plant pests and mildew. It’s
environmentally friendly and free of toxins. CANNACURE ensures healthier plants, bigger
flowers and increased yields.

CANNA FLUSH is a product to clean substrates and plants from any excess nutrients. This
is necessary because excess nutrients can have a bad influence on your next growth cycle.
They could lead to over-fertilisation or malnutrition, for example.

CANNACURE is CANNA’s first plant pest and disease controller. Developed by CANNA
Research Laboratories, it’s unlike any other plant protection product because it’s also a leaf
nutrient. It ensures healthier plants, which can concentrate on producing big flowers and
bigger yields. But it’s not only CANNA’s scientists who are convinced of the quality of the
product. Since it was introduced, it has won the praise of many growers.

CANNA FLUSH should be used just before harvest, as it makes sure the plant gets rid of
all excess nutrients, which will lead to a clean and tasteful harvest. CANNA FLUSH also
effectively cleans the substrate without killing any useful bacteria or beneﬁcial fungi, as can
be the case when you use reverse osmosis or de-mineralised water. It can be used on all
substrates and is fully recyclable.

Prevent & control plant pests

Cleans substrates & plants of excess nutrients

CANNACURE can be used from the beginning of growth until harvesting, alongside your
normal feeding routine.
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PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

CAN-CUR-750RTU

750ml RTU

£13.13

CAN-FLU-250

CAN-CUR-1L

1L

£23.23

CAN-CUR-5L

5L

£81.66

NUTRIENTS &
SUBSTRATES

SIZE

MSRP

250ml

£9.80

CAN-FLU-1L

1L

£19.54

CAN-FLU-5L

5L

£71.66

CANNA CALMAG AGENT

CANNA Start

To ensure an optimal mineral balance regardless of your quality of water, CANNA
CALMAG AGENT provides a highly concentrated solution of calcium and magnesium, at
the ideal ratio, for exceptional plant growth. Perfect for correcting water sources of
varying hardness, CALMAG AGENT ensures consistently strong and healthy plant
growth.

CANNA START is a balanced one-part nutrient for seedlings and (rooted) cuttings. CANNA
START can be used on various substrates like rock wool plugs, coco pellets, jiffy plugs, seed
mixes and most other propagation media, except re-circulating systems and clone
machines. Propagation media are media which you can reproduce plants.

Raise Calcium & Magnesium levels

One-part nutrient for seedlings & cuttings

Advantages of the CALMAG AGENT:
•
Ideal 3:1 Ca to Mg Ratio.
•
Highly concentrated.
•
Improves poor-quality water.
•
Improves nutrient uptake.
•
Stronger, healthier plants
•
Reduces susceptibility to deficiency/disease.
PRODUCT CODE

CANNA START gives you all the micro and macro nutritional elements for a seedling or
Cutting to develop into a strong healthy plant.
With the addition of CANNA START to the CANNA range, we offer a complete program for
growing from Start to crop! With CANNA START you can use CANNA all the way. From clone
to crop!

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

CAN-CMG-1L

1L

£17.08

CAN-STA-500

CAN-CMG-5L

5L

£45.53

CAN-CMG-10L

10L

£68.30

SIZE

MSRP

500ml

£13.26

CAN-STA-1L

1L

£17.60

CAN-STA-5L

5L

£63.13

NUTRIENTS &
SUBSTRATES
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CANNA Mono nutrients
Essential Minerals

Mono nutrients are essential for the development of the plant. These liquid minerals are
easily soluble and can, therefore, be directly absorbed by the plant. Mono nutrients are
produced from exceptional ingredients, just like our main nutrients (CANNA TERRA, AQUA,
HYDRO and COCO).
All of the mono nutrients are 100% nutrient compatible. Use with CANNA nutrients for best
results.

PRODUCT CODE
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Ph SERIES

SIZE

MSRP

CAN-PHO-1L

Phosphorus (P 20%)

1L

£14.27

CAN-CAL-1L

Calcium (Ca 15%)

1L

£14.30

CAN-NIT-1L

Nitrogen (N 27%)

1L

£14.29

CAN-IRO-1L

Iron (FE)

1L

£14.30

CAN-TRX-1L

Trace Mix

1L

£17.16

CAN-MGN-1L

Magnesium (Mg0 7%)

1L

£14.27

CAN-POT-1L

Potassium (K 20%)

1L

£14.28

NUTRIENTS &
SUBSTRATES

Phosphorus

Calcium

Phosphorus influences the
bloom and the secondary
Metabolites and can in
addition directly be absorbed
by the plant due to its liquid
form.

Calcium can be used as
calcium fertiliser to
replenish a deficiency or as
a supplementary nutrient to
stimulate growth.

Cure phosphorus deficiency

Phosphorus is the perfect
product for stimulating the
bloom or cure the phosphorus
deficiency of the plant.

Stabilise Plant Tissues

Nitrogen

Iron

Trace Mix

Magnesium

Potassium

Nitrogen stimulates the
growth of your plants. It plays
a major part in the production
of proteins and in the energy
metabolism, which is
essential for the
development of the plant. It
can be used for nitrogen
deficiency and as a
supplementary nutrient to
stimulate growth.

Iron can be absorbed directly,
can be mixed with all
fertilisers and is stable with
each pH. It is a perfect product to replenish iron deficiency and to stimulate the
growth and bloom.

Trace Mix is a mineral
fertiliser, which is extremely
suitable as a supplementary
nutrient to stimulate the
growth and bloom of plants.
Besides that, it can serve to
reduce the deficiency of trace
elements.

Magnesium can be directly
absorbed by the plant and
therefore the effects can be
seen quite soon. It can be
used as a fertiliser for
Magnesium deficiency and
as a supplementary nutrient
to stimulate the growth and
bloom.

Potassium improves the
bloom, the production of
proteins and carbohydrates.
Also, it improves the water
management and the
transport of water and
nutrients in the plant.

Improve Vegetative Growth

Important for plant metabolism

Essential mineral fertiliser

Essential for photosynthesis

Raise Calcium & Magnesium of
soft water

This fertiliser should not be
mixed with magnesium and
fertilisers containing calcium.

NUTRIENTS &
SUBSTRATES
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CANNA pH Series
Various pH-adjusters

Maintaining the right pH-value is crucial to your plant’s ability to take up nutrients. That’s
why CANNA developed the pH-series. This series contains pH-adjusters which can be
applied throughout the complete cultivation cycle.
To bring the pH down, there is CANNA pH-. To adjust the pH upwards you can use CANNA
pH+.

16

PRODUCT CODE

pH SERIES

SIZE

MSRP

CAN-PHG-1L

pH- Growth (38%)

1L

£14.24

CAN-PHB-1L

pH- Bloom (59%)

1L

£14.26

CAN-PHP-5

pH Plus (5%)

1L

£14.26

CAN-PHP-20

pH Plus (20%)

1L

£14.28

CAN-ORG-1L

Organic Acid

1L

£17.38

NUTRIENTS &
SUBSTRATES

CANNA pH+

CANNA pH-

Organic Acid

To adjust the pH upwards
there is CANNA pH+. This
product is suitable for both
the growth and the
flowering phase. CANNA has
two different solutions of
CANNA pH+. One of 5 % for
small adjustments and one of
20% for larger corrections.

To lower the pH in the feeding
tank there is the pH- series.
There are different solutions
available for the vegetative
(growing) and generative
(blooming) phases.

CANNA Organic Acid can be
used as an organic
alternative for CANNA pH-.
It can be used to bring down
the pH values in your water
or substrate. Maintaining the
right pH value is crucial for
your plant’s ability to take up
nutrients. It also serves as an
alternative for nitric acid and
phosphoric acid.

Suitable for both grow & bloom
phases

Grow & Bloom solutions

Organic pH- Solution

CANNA D-Block

CANNA Cogr Buffering Agent

CANNA D-Block is an organic product based on anionic detergents. It cleans and
prevents obstructions in drip and spraying systems during cultivation. It also prevents the
build-up of precipitant.

CANNA COGr Buffer Agent is a special liquid that is used to soak and buffer COGr boards.
CANNA developed this agent especially for the preparation of this growing medium.

System Cleaner

Prep CANNA buffer COGr boards

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

CAN-DBL-1L

1L

£31.26

CAN-COGR-1L

1L

£16.40

CAN-COGR-5L

5L

£40.00

CAN-COGR-10L

10L

£70.00

NUTRIENTS &
SUBSTRATES
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CANNA Coco Professional Plus

CANNA Coco Natural

CANNA Coco Professional Plus is a coco-based growing medium that offers the gardener
and his plants many advantages in comparison with other substrates:

Coco Natural is a natural coco-based plant medium that offers the gardener and their
plants advantages in comparison with other substrates. One of the advantages of using
Coco Natural is that it is very lightly buffered and free of harmful viruses or soil
Diseases. Coco Natural is extremely high quality as it is manufactured in the same way as
Coco Professional Plus. Coco Natural consists of 100% coco flakes, produced in India while
processing coconuts. The production process is subject to strict quality controls so we can
vouch for this product’s quality.

Coco-based growing medium

18

Natural coco-based plant medium

•

CANNA Coco Professional Plus is a pure, organic product with a homogeneous
structure and has had a full buffering, eliminating the side effects of growing on coir, as
coir could consume some of the nutrients.

•

CANNA Coco Professional Plus is free of harmful viruses and soil diseases, thanks to
CANNA’s unique production process.

•

CANNA Coco Professional Plus has a complex water/air system that provides the ideal
conditions for growing plants.

•

CANNA Coco Professional Plus can be used a number of times and makes an excellent
potting mix improver after use.

Coco Natural has an excellent water/air system, that provides the ideal circumstances for
this cultivation method. Coco Natural can be used a number of times.

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

CAN-COCO-PROP

50L

£18.85

CAN-COCO-NAT

50L

£16.28

NUTRIENTS &
SUBSTRATES

CANNA Coco Pebble Mix 60/40

CANNA Coco Slab

Coco Pebble Mix is a mixture of 60% Coco Professional Plus and 40% Aqua Clay Pebbles.
Coco Professional Plus is a first-rate coco product that is made using top-quality raw
materials. It has the optimum structure and purity, while Aqua Clay Pebbles are made from
special types of clay that have a low soluble salt content.

Coco Slabs have been developed and created to fulfil all the requirements for plant
cultivation. There are many advantages of using Coco Slabs such as it being able to be
used several times. It can also be used as a potting mix conditioner afterwards.

Coco growing media & pebble mix

Coco-based growing medium

Research carried out by CANNA Research has shown that the 60/40 mix was the mixture
that produced the most stable results in various tests.

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

CAN-PEB-MIX

50L

£22.74

CAN-COCO-SLA

1M

£7.74

NUTRIENTS &
SUBSTRATES
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CANNA Terra Professional

CANNA Terra Professional Plus

Terra Professional is a nitrogen-rich potting mix for plant cultivation. Your plants grow best
in a nitrogen-rich potting mix. Terra Professional potting mix is unlike anything you will find
in a garden centre. It contains a blend of upgraded black peat, granulated peat moss and
perlite. If you are going to grow indoors or outdoors, this is the potting mix you want to use.

Terra Professional Plus is the purest potting mix possible for plant cultivation. It also gives
the best effects with CANNA Terra nutrients. The formulation is specifically
Developed for indoor, grow-room situations. Of course, it also gives good results outside.

Nitrogen rich potting mix

Pure potting mix

Advantages of Terra Professional include being exclusive, meaning it contains high-value
organic ingredients such as airy peat moss free from diseases. The ingredients also
promote exceptional root development and the formation of thicker stems on your plants.
Terra Professional produces higher yield and faster metabolism combined with low sickness rates to ensure an increased production.

20

Terra Professional Plus is composed of airy peat moss and types of tree bark that have an
antiseptic action. They promote exceptional root development and the formation of thicker
stems.
The medium is pH-adjusted with a lime charge big enough to last an entire cycle. It has a
mineral nutrient starter charge that adjusts the initial level of nutrients up to a good
Beginning charge, correction rations to work perfectly with CANNA Terra Nutrients.

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

CAN-TPRO

50L

£15.49

CAN-TPROP

50L

£23.65

NUTRIENTS &
SUBSTRATES

CANNA Terra Seed Mix

CANNA Aqua Clay Pebbles

Terra Seed Mix is a potting mix that is perfectly suited for germinating the seeds of your
favourite plants. It works great in combination with CANNA Start.

Aqua Clay Pebbles are baked clay pebbles that form an ideal substrate for use by
Experienced growers. Aqua Clay Pebbles are ideal for growers who want to control the
application of nutrients and the humidity level of their plants throughout the entire
Cultivation process. Aqua Clay Pebbles are manufactured from special types of clay that
have a low soluble salt content. Because of this, they are particularly suited for use in
closed cultivation systems.

Potting seed mix

Baked clay pebbles

The stable structure of Terra Seed Mix is great for retaining water, which gives the seeds
the best chance of germinating correctly. It is also particularly suitable for use when rooting
cuttings.

Aqua Clay Pebbles have both high porosity and high air content which stimulate the
development of strong roots that grip the substrate well. Strong roots mean bigger yields.
The Aqua Clay Pebbles are inorganic and have a neutral pH value.

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

CAN-TSM

25L

£15.02

CAN-APEB-20L

20L

£9.47

CAN-APEB-45L

45L

£19.80

NUTRIENTS &
SUBSTRATES
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CANNA COGr Boards
Coconut growing medium

At the heart of the COGr line lies the COGR board. This board consists of a sophisticated
mix of coconut grit, coconut fibre, and coconut granulates. Thanks to the coarse coconut
structure, the COGr board has the unique property of being able to absorb large amounts
of nutrients, moisture and air simultaneously, which are made immediately available to the
plant.
This makes the medium superior to all other growing media, promoting faster root
development and higher yields. COGr boards are ideal for transportation. They are
delivered in dried and pressed form. In this form, they weigh less than 2 kilograms.

22

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

CAN-COG-SLA

1M

£9.24

NUTRIENTS &
SUBSTRATES

CANNA Bio Vega

CANNA Bio Flores

Bio Vega has been developed especially for the plants’ growth phase. Bio Vega is rich in
highly absorb-able betaine nitrogen that is released according to the plant’s needs.

Bio Flores was developed for the blooming phase of plants. Due to the fact that Bio Flores is
made of plant material it provides many of the necessary minerals in the
Correct proportions.

Organic root stimulate

Organic plant minerals

The bioactive substances in Bio Vega stimulate the root development and the formation
of strong growth shoots. This allows even the fast-growing plants to optimally start their
blooming period.

In addition to these minerals, the fermented plant material also contains substances such
as Betaine and a lot of amino acids, which provide the plant with extra blooming power.

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

CAN-BV-1L

1L

£16.51

CAN-BF-1L

1L

£16.51

CAN-BV-5L

5L

£63.91

CAN-BF-5L

5L

£63.91

NUTRIENTS &
SUBSTRATES
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CANNA Bio Rhizotonic

CANNA Bio Boost

BIO RHIZOTONIC is a 100% natural, organically certified root stimulator (OMRI).BIO
RHIZOTONIC contains a range of vitamins, including vitamins B1 and B2.It stimulates the
development of root (hairs), root tips and increases the plant’s resistance.

BIO BOOST is a yield increasing agent for all cultivation systems and can be applied in
combination with all CANNA’s nutritional lines and additives. BIO BOOST is not a nutrient
but a naturally fermented plant extract with bloom stimulating characteristics that are also
responsible for a fuller flavour.

Powerful organic root stimulator

Natural plant extract for bloom stimulation

A powerful root system ensures that the plant can absorb more nutrients and grows faster.
BIO RHIZOTONIC has a noticeably vitalizing effect on plants. Thanks to BIO RHIZOTONIC the
plants extend their roots throughout the subsoil more quickly. This is why BIO
RHIZOTONIC is, among other things, an ideal remedy for stressed plants such as cuttings

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

CAN-BRHI-250

250ml

£15.58

CAN-BBOO-250

250ml

£20.68

1L

£50.53

CAN-BBOO-1L

1L

£58.58

CAN-BRHI-1L
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BIO BOOST was developed by CANNA Research from plant extracts from tropical rainforests
and is a true boost for plants. The bioactive substances result in an extra metabolism that is
exactly what the plant needs during the blooming period. The plants produce more

NUTRIENTS &
SUBSTRATES

CANNA Bio Terra Plus
Organic soil growing medium

CANNA Research has succeeded in developing a certified, organic soil that meets
international organic standards. Bio Terra Plus is made up of 100% natural materials and as
such can also be used for organic cultivation.
Bio Terra Plus is made up of top quality peats which include superior quality white peat.
The airy structure of white peat is supplemented with shredded tree bark that has natural
anti-fungus properties. Bio Terra Plus has been pre-fertilised with certified, organic
ingredients such as bone meal, bat guano and a variety of trace elements from natural
sources.

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

CAN-BTP-50

50L

£18.64

100% ORGANIC
NUTRIENTS &
SUBSTRATES
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Fish Base

Carbon Bloom

Build the foundations of a healthy crop!

Feeds the soil, feeds the plant!

Fish Base is a unique product that uses sustainably sourced fish biomass to create a
balanced organic feed for plant growth. Fish Base is created using a patented process for
hydrolysing the skeleton and muscle of fish caught in the Atlantic Ocean.

Carbon Base is a nutrient and energy source for both your plants and the beneficial
microbes that are essential for a successful grow in organic crops.

Organic Base Nutrient

Organic Base Nutrient

Fish Base provides the elemental base nutrients required for a fast and healthy crop. Fish
Base also provides biochemicals found in the hydrolysed fish protein that will stimulate
extra growth; this includes bioactive compounds such as amino acids.
Fish Base is extremely concentrated and not watered down; this is evident by its viscous
properties and high density.

PRODUCT CODE
BOB-FBG-1L
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The carbon based nutrition in this product is the foundation of a strong resilient growth, the
likes of which organic farming is renowned for.
The nutritional composition of Carbon Base perfectly complements those found in Fish
Base, so we recommend using both products to provide a comprehensive fertilizer regime
both in vegetative and flowering phases of plant growth.

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

1L

£15.00

BOB-CBB-1L

SIZE

MSRP

1L

£15.00

Organic Boost

Sea Silica

Triacontanol is a natural extract of bees wax that has been repeatedly been shown to boost
photosynthesis by both academic scientists and commercial growers of high value crops.
However, liquids containing triacontanol rely on solvents and surfactants to produce a
stable product.

Organic growers can finally utilize the powers of silicon in their grow thanks to B.O.B. unique
breakthrough in organic nutrient technology. Sea-Silica it produced via a unique process
that allows for seaweed bioactives to be co-extracted with silica content.

The only fully organic triacontanol boost

The only organic soluble silica source

These synthetic chemicals are not allowed under organic certification schemes for use in
organic farming. B.O.B. Organic Boost is different. It is created using only materials allowed
under organic certification processes and by a unique process to produce a stable product.
This method is so successful that we are able to offer a 0.2% solution, widely considered to
be ’super strength’ for a triacontanol-based product.

PRODUCT CODE
BOB-OB-1L

Until now organically grown crops have not been able to access silicon supplements. This
was a major problem because silicon is needed for plant defence; silicon produces strong
cell walls that resist pests, diseases, and environmental stress. With organic growers not
using conventional pesticides, this meant that often crops could be completely wiped out
by problems that could otherwise have been tolerated if silicon was available. Thus organic
growers using Sea-Silica now have access to a new weapon in their Integrated Pest
management (IPM).

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

1L

£72.00

BOB-SS-1L

SIZE

MSRP

1L

£48.00

NUTRIENTS &
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Organic CalMag

Organic pH Down

Getting a soluble form of calcium and magnesium for organic growing is tough. A lot of the
products on sale for conventional growers are based on synthetic chemicals and chelates.
Plus, most of the organic calcium products are insoluble powders (e.g. lime and gypsum).
Organic Cal-Mag utilizes a unique manufacturing process to combine organically
approved ingredients into one fully soluble liquid product.

The control of pH in organic feeds can be a tricky business. Some organic fertilizers can be
outside of the sweet spot for plant growth (pH 5.5-6.5). Plus the vast majority of pH control
products on the market are not compatible with organic cultivation. Most pH Down
products are based on phosphoric acid, and pH Up products on potassium hydroxide. B.O.B
pH Down is different , it is based on organic acids, which are allowed under organic
certification schemes.

Why does Organic Cal-Mag have a pink hue?
Organic sources of calcium and magnesium always have a pink colour (see the Dolomite
Mountains as a great example!). Organic Cal-Mag products that are white in colour
invariably contain no magnesium. This can lead to chlorosis due to a lack of magnesium in
the product. Furthermore, any calcium in the product then goes on to interfere with the
uptake and use of magnesium from the base feed. For this reason, we ensure that Organic
Cal-Mag has ample levels of magnesium in it, thus giving the pink hue.

So use Organic pH Down to lower your pH and, if you need to raise the pH of your feed
solution use Sea-Silica, which will also add the silicon nutrition to your feed.

Organic soluble calcium plus ample levels of magnesium

PRODUCT CODE
BOB-OCA-1L
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pH control for organic grows

The organic acids in Organic pH Down have additional functions other than just reducing
the feed pH. Once in the soil / growing media the organic acids will help solubilize calcium,
phosphorus and iron; all key nutrients that can get ‘locked up’ in the growing media over a
matter of weeks. The organic acids will also feed beneficial microbes by driving the Krebs
metabolic cycle.

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

1L

£30.00

BOB-OPD-1L

SIZE

MSRP

1L

£30.00

Organic Microbes

BOB Try-It Box

Good bacteria for organic growth

4x 500ml organic nutrient bottles

Unlike conventional fertilizers, organic fertilizers contain complex and long nutrient
molecules. These need to be broken down in the growing medium/soil before they can be
taken up by plant roots. The breaking down of these large nutrient molecules is undertaken
by beneficial microbes feeding off the fertilizer and compounds exuded by the plant roots to
feed them. As a result, ensuring that there is a large population of beneficial microbes in the
growing media is essential in organic farming. Bacteria optimized to this task are provided in
very high numbers in B.O.B. Organic Microbes.

The British Organic Bio Try-It box features essential nutrients to get your organic grow up
and running. The Kit features 2 base nutrients: Fish base & the complementary Carbon
base, It also features an organic triacantonol boost & organic microbes for growth.

In addition to solubilizing nutrients, the plant growth promoting bacteria in Organic
Microbes will also protect against environmental stress (heat, cold, drought, over-watering
etc). They can also help the plant resist attack by pathogens and pests.
Organic Microbes contain a range of species and strains of beneficial microbes to ensure
that there is a strain suitable for your specific growing conditions and plant variety.

PRODUCT CODE
BOB-OM-1L

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

1L

£60.00

BOB-TRY-IT

SIZE

MSRP

4x 500ml

£85.00

NUTRIENTS &
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Vinny’s Growers Choice A&B
Complete 2 part liquid nutrient

VINNY’S GROWERS CHOICE is a complete 2-Part Fertilizer with all of the essential elements
and minerals that a plant requires. This product has been tried and tested since 1994. It’s
formulation is focused on simplicity and ease of use and can be used with any grow
Medium, (soil, coco or hydro) in any situation (cuttings, vegetative, flowering).
With VINNY’S GROWERS CHOICE, you will not see any precipitation in your reservoir or see
any salt build up on the roots of your plants. This allows your nutrient solution to be easily
consumed by the plants.
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Extremely low salt index using only the finest raw materials.
Low in contaminants such as heavy metals, microbes, and 100% free of pesticides.
Can be used stand-alone without additives as part of a complete feed program.
Simple to use formula. Use Grow and Common for the vegetative stage and Bloom and
Common for the flowering stage.
Formulated for optimum nutrient levels during the different stages of growth. Higher
ratios of nitrogen for the early stages and higher phosphorus ratios for the flowering
stages.
Works well for beginners and experts alike, because as well as being very easy to use,
this two part formula can give precise control over feeding schedules.

NUTRIENTS &
SUBSTRATES

PRODUCT

SIZE

MSRP

VGC Bloom 1L

1L

£10.00

VGC Bloom 4L

4L

£25.00

VGC Common 1L

1L

£10.00

VGC Common 4L

4L

£25.00

VGC Grow 1L

1L

£10.00

VGC Grow 4L

4L

£25.00

Vinny’s Grow Kit
Essential nutrient kit

VINNY’S GROW KIT contains everything you need to ‘GROW BIG OR GROW HOME’
Containing all the essential nutrients you need to grow your plants from start to finish.
VINNY’S GROW KIT contains:
•
1x Vinny’s Growers Choice Bloom 1L
•
1x Vinny’s Growers Choice Common 1L
•
1x Vinny’s Growers Choice Grow 1L
•
1x Future Harvest Super B+ 250ml
•
1x Future Harvest Carbo Blast 250ml

PRODUCT CODE

MSRP

FHD-SPD-KIT

£80.00

NUTRIENTS &
SUBSTRATES
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Future Harvest Holland Secret
3-Part nutrient formulation

HOLLAND SECRET is a complete 3-Part fertilizer with all of the essential elements and trace
minerals that a plant needs. It can be used with any grow medium, (soil, coco or hydro) in
any situation (cuttings, vegetative, flowering).
HOLLAND SECRET is always sediment and urea free and pH buffered for ease of use.
Additives are used only to tweak and maximize performance.
It is perfect for experts or novice growers as there is no need for individual fertilizers,
because the three bottles, have a formula for all situations. Growers will experience no
deficiencies when using HOLLAND SECRET alone. Without additives, many fertilizers on
the market are not quite complete and when used in isolation can be found lacking, creating
plant deficiencies.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Automatically buffers pH to acceptable levels for plant growth.
100% sediment free (ie. no precipitation of nutrient salts out of solution and becoming
unavailable to plants).
Works well for novices and experts alike. As well as being very easy to use, the three
part formula gives precise control over feeding schedules.
Extremely low salt index and only the finest raw materials used.
Change the ratio between the three bottles to control nutrition for each specific stage
of plant growth, as a professional grower would do.
It can be used as a stand-alone without additives or as a complete feed program.

NUTRIENTS &
SUBSTRATES

Holland Secret Micro
PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

500ml

£10.50

FHD-HSM-1L

1L

£15.75

FHD-HSM-4L

4L

£42.00

FHD-HSM-10L

10L

£84.00

FHD-HSM-20L

20L

£131.25

FHD-HSM-500

Holland Secret Micro (Hard Water)
PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

FHD-HWM-500

500ml

£10.50

1L

£15.75

FHD-HWM-4L

4L

£42.00

FHD-HWM-10L

10L

£84.00

FHD-HWM-20L

20L

£131.25

FHD-HWM-1L

Holland Secret Grow
PRODUCT CODE

Holland Secret Bloom
SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

500ml

£10.50

FHD-HSB-500

FHD-HSG-1L

1L

£15.75

FHD-HSG-4L

4L

£42.00

FHD-HSG-10L

10L

£84.00

FHD-HSG-20L

20L

£131.25

FHD-HSG-500

SIZE

MSRP

500ml

£10.50

FHD-HSB-1L

1L

£15.75

FHD-HSB-4L

4L

£42.00

FHD-HSB-10L

10L

£84.00

FHD-HSB-20L

20L

£131.25

NUTRIENTS &
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Future Harvest Liquid Additives

Prop-o-gator

Your plant’s nutrient requirements change throughout the entire life cycle.
Use Future Harvest Additives to maximize growth, health & yield for your high value crops.

PROP-O-GATOR is a plant food for roots, it’s an all in one root stimulator and a fertilizing
agent which means it’s a stand-alone product for your cuttings and clones.

In each stage there are critical elements and organic compounds that are more important
than others.

PROP-O-GATOR is the perfect product for the beginning stages of plant growth.
It stimulates rooting while feeding the plant at the same time. It’s beneficial to continue
using PROP-O-GATOR on the plants until you are ready to start a fertilization program.

Powerful plant boosting nutrients

Root food & fertilizing agent

It is essential the correct proportions of elements are being added at the right time to avoid
nutrient deficiencies within your plants. This is extremely important as deficiencies will
impact the size and quality of crops and yields! Broad spectrum nutrients alone will give
excellent results, but are unable to be completely balanced for every stage of your plant’s
life cycle.
For a truly superior result and to maximize your plant’s yield potential, the correct use of
additives is extremely important.
Future Harvest provides a full range of additives and supplements insuring that your plant’s
needs are being met at every critical rooting, growth and bloom or fruiting stage.
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PRODUCT CODE
FHD-POG-500
FHD-POG-1L

SIZE

MSRP

500ml

£15.75

1L

£26.25

Calnesium

Royal Gold

CALNESIUM is a nutrient additive that will boost calcium & magnesium availability to your
plants when added to your feed program. CALNESIUM is 100% compatible with all high
Quality nutrients.

ROYAL GOLD plant additive increases nutrient uptake in plants. Fulvic Acid in the additive
changes fertilizer salts on a molecular level and makes them more available to the plant like
a digestion aid.

CALNESIUM works as part of your feed program and as a foliar spray.

ROYAL GOLD eliminates the waste from the plant, like a detox making the product taste
better. It helps drought, or under watering situations and increases resilience to stressful
temperature fluctuations, both of which are common problems with indoor crops.

Organic plant minerals

Increase nutrient uptake

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

500ml

£15.75

FHD-RGF-500

FHD-CAL-1L

1L

£17.85

FHD-CAL-4L

4L

£52.50

FHD-CAL-10L

10L

£105.00

PRODUCT CODE
FHD-CAL-500

SIZE

MSRP

500ml

£15.75

FHD-RGF-1L

1L

£21.00

FHD-RGF-4L

4L

£73.50

FHD-RGF-10L

10L

£115.50

NUTRIENTS &
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Royal Black

Super B+

Royal Black chelates nutrients like magnesium, calcium, and iron. It provides natural
carrier compounds that transport nutrients and vitamins into your plants to more
efficiently enhance their growth.

Super B+ is a plant vitamin supplement, utilizing vitamin B1 (thiamine) which has been
shown by research to have many positive effects on plant growth from assisting rooting,
growing, flowering and fruiting to keep plants stress free.

KEY FEATURES:
Enriched with a small amount of potassium silicate for extra plant benefits such as
stronger cell walls and increased chlorophyll production.
There is no need for any extra silicon products when using Royal Black!
Suitable for soil and coco and works well with any branded fertilizer or additive.
Pre-treat pots with Royal Black, especially when using coco (this does not contain any
humate matter like soil) to get plants off to a good start!

As well as encouraging healthy, vigorous growth, B vitamins are also shown to
significantly increase crop yields if used all the way through growth in conjunction with a
good food and additive schedule.

Chelates micro nutrients for enhanced growth

•
•
•
•

Future Harvest’s Super B+ is also enriched with sea kelp which is renowned for its many
benefits, including stress relief and increased amino acid and protein activity.

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

1L

£23.10

FHD-SPB-500

FHD-RBH-4L

4L

£89.25

FHD-RBH-10L

10L

£126.00

PRODUCT CODE
FHD-RBH-1L
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Vitamin supplement
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SIZE

MSRP

500ml

£21.00

FHD-SPB-1L

1L

£31.50

FHD-SPB-4L

4L

£105.00

FHD-SPB-10L

10L

£199.50

Plantacillin

Carbo Blast

PLANTACILLIN contains millions of beneficial rhizosphere bacteria. A healthy root system
strengthens your plant’s overall health and increases yield. Beneficial bacteria assist in
breaking down dead root material and aid in making nutrients more available to the plant.
They help increase the overall root mass as well as the enzyme activity in and around the
root zone.

Plants produce the sugars they rely upon for food by a process called photosynthesis.
They utilize light, water, carbon dioxide and fertilizer to produce sugars which are used for
energy.

Root system strengthener

PRODUCT CODE
FHD-PLCI-500

Carbohydrate booster

CARBO BLAST is an additive which supplies extra carbohydrates to plants. Feeding
Additional carbohydrates to the plant means that it does not have to rely so heavily on
its own resources and can more easily direct energy to the manufacture of essential oils,
resins and fragrances.

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

500ml

£36.75

FHD-LCB-500

500ml

£20.00

FHD-PLCI-1L

1L

£52.50

FHD-LCB-1L

1L

£25.00

FHD-PLCI-4L

4L

£194.25

FHD-LCB-4L

4L

£60.00

NUTRIENTS &
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Bud Start

Ton O Bud

BUD START is an early flower enhancer and will deliver striking visible results. This
Phosphorous-potassium booster is extremely effective in promoting a vigorous onset to
a bloom cycle. It will also assist as a weight gain supplement, as well as speeding up flower
set development.

Globally recognized with a proven reputation as one of the most powerful plant enhancing
additives on the market. TON O BUD is concentrated P-K (phosphorous and potassium)
additive designed to pack bulk onto flowers and fruits during the middle stages of a
flowering cycle.

When using BUD START the size and amount of a new flower sites on a fruiting crop is
increased, causing them to expand and elongate. This early P-K boost speeds up and
Promotes a more vigorous start to flowering and whilst shortening crop finish times.

The benefits are plain and simple, higher end yields and drastically increased flower set,
meaning more flowers are present, with tighter and more compact density, without
compromising quality and flavour.

Higher yields & Increased flowers

Early flower enhancer

PRODUCT CODE
FHD-LBS-500
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SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

500ml

£31.50

1L

£63.00

500ml

£31.50

FHD-LTOB-500

FHD-LBS-1L

1L

£52.50

FHD-LTOB-1L

FHD-LBS-4L

4L

£168.00

FHD-LTOB-4L

4L

£168.00

FHD-LTOB-10L

10L

£341.25

FHD-LTOB-20L

20L

£577.50

NUTRIENTS &
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Bud Boom

Silica Up

BUD BOOM is a floral hardener and a finisher, designed to ripen fruits and bring out the
tastes and smells locked deep down in the genetics of your plants. The key performance
benefits are weight gain, increased flower density and enhanced flavour in fruiting crops.

SILICA UP will raise the pH level of your nutrient solution. The ideal pH for most nutrient
solutions is between 5.8 and 6.2, with some exceptions. Nutrient lockout will occur if pH
levels are outside optimal levels.

BUD BOOM is a P-K additive containing sulphur and magnesium; both of which are elements
that help to ripen plants off.

Suitable for all mediums.

Floral hardener & P-K additive

Raise pH levels

It will show visible results quickly, with the main benefits being an increased yield and
Flavour. It’s a final boost for your crops at the end of the cycle

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

500ml

£31.50

1L

£52.50

FHD-LBB-4L

4L

£131.25

FHD-LBB-10L

10L

£288.75

FHD-LBB-20L

20L

£525.00

PRODUCT CODE
FHD-LBB-500
FHD-LBB-1L

SIZE

MSRP

FHD-LSU-4L

4L

£40.00

FHD-LSU-10L

10L

£80.00

NUTRIENTS &
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Personal Grow Box

Personal Flower Box

The Personal Grow Box from Future Harvest contains all the essential nutrients you need to
have a quality grow! The Grow Box can be used with all mediums.

Boost your flowering with the Personal Flower Box! It contains all the additives you will
need to have a successful flowering stage. The Personal Flower box can be used with all
mediums.

1L Essential nutrients x7

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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1L Essential nutrients x4

1x Holland Secret Micro 1L
1x Holland Secret Grow 1L
1x Holland Secret Bloom 1L
1x Royal Gold 1L
1x Super B+ 1L
1x Calnesium 1L
1x Prop-o-gator 1L

•
•
•
•

1x Ton O Bud 1L
1x Royal Gold 1L
1x Bud Boom 1L
1x Bud Start 1L

PRODUCT CODE

NO. OF PRODUCTS

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

NO. OF PRODUCTS

MSRP

FHD-GRO-BOX

7 x 1L

£126.00

FHD-FLO-BOX

4 X 1L

£100.80

NUTRIENTS &
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Easy Grow & Bloom Powders
One step fertilizers

Easy Grow & Bloom Powders are 1-step, pH stable, complete nutrient formulations for all
your gardening needs. Easy Grow & Bloom Powders help you achieve a “plant friendly” 5.96.3 pH using standard water.
They provide your fruiting, flowering, and organic gardening plants with all 12 essential micro
nutrients and sugars.
Easy Grow Plus & Easy Bloom Plus contain beneficial bacteria which will reside in your root
zone and help to keep your roots happy and healthy. These formulations have all the
additional benefits of regular Easy Grow & Bloom Powders.

PRODUCT

CODE

SIZE

MSRP

Easy Grow

FHD-EG-500

500g

£25.00

Easy Grow+

FHD-EGP-500

500g

£30.00

Easy Bloom

FHD-EB-500

500g

£25.00

Easy Bloom+

FHD-EBP-500

500g

£30.00

NUTRIENTS &
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Bud Start Powder

Ton O Bud Powder

•

•
•
•
•
•

Dry Granular plant food & booster

Dry Granular plant food & booster
•
•
•

Can be used on short or longer flowering crops! Use once on short crops and twice for
longer crops
Works with any branded fertilizer and additive products.
Will minimally increase EC values, unlike other P-K products. Full strength fertilizer can
be used without the need for dilution.
Helps stabilize pH, assisting plants in taking up all the nutrients they require during the
important early flowering phase.

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

FHD-BS-20

20g

£15.00

FHD-BS-100

100g

£50.40

FHD-BS-500

500g

£175.00

FHD-BS-1000

1Kg

£300.00

FHD-BS-10KG

10Kg

PRODUCT CODE
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Does not significantly add to EC levels unlike most P-K products
Works alongside and in addition to all industry leading manufacturer feed schedules
Produces rapid, visible results
Works for all grow media and methods
Tried and tested worldwide

NUTRIENTS &
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£2,200.00

SIZE

MSRP

FHD-TOB-100

100g

£25.00

FHD-TOB-500

500g

£100.00

FHD-TOB-1000

1Kg

£160.00

FHD-TOB-10KG

10Kg

£900.00

Carbo Blast Powder

Bud Boom Powder

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Dry Granular plant food & booster

•
•
•
•

Dry Granular plant food & booster

100% soluble in solution.
The carbohydrates contained in Carbo Blast are identical to the sugars a plant
produces.
Carbo Blast delivers instantaneous results giving plants the energy they need.
Can be used with any feeding and additive schedule.
The extra available energy source promotes increased oil and fragrance.
Carbo Blast delivers better results than just using fertilizer and weight gain boosters
alone.

•

Assists in pH control.
Enhances flavour in fruiting crops.
Super concentrated.
Delivers visible results and happy harvests consistently.
Can be used with any branded fertilizer schedule and even on top of most additive
schedules.
It will ripen crops uniformly due to increased magnesium and sulphur levels during final
stages of flowering.

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

FHD-CBL-300

300g

£20.00

FHD-CBL-650

650g

£35.00

FHD-CBL-2500

2.5Kg

£125.00

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

FHD-BB-130

130g

£20.00

FHD-BB-500

500g

£75.00

FHD-BB-1000

1Kg

£125.00

FHD-BB-2500

2.5Kg

£225.00

FHD-BB-10KG

10Kg

£800.00

NUTRIENTS &
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Super Bud Start

Dry Granular plant food & booster
Super Bud Start, also known as The Hammer, promotes sturdy, lush, compact lateral growth
with strong stems. It allows growers to accurately control a plant’s finishing height and is
especially useful in regulating “stretched” long flowering plants.
The active ingredient in The Hammer stops plants from producing Gibberellic J Acid, the
hormone responsible for telling the plant to grow vertically.

SIZE

MSRP

FHD-SBS-20

20g

£75.00

FHD-SBS-100

100g

£289.00

PRODUCT CODE
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FHD Grostar & Grospot Shade
Indoor grow lighting kit

GROSTAR reflectors diffuse more light than any other reflector into your growing area.
This amazing shade sets the standard for indoor and greenhouse lighting! The GROSTAR’s
unique design allows light to penetrate efficiently ensuring optimum light delivery.
GROSTAR is made with the Miro IV which produces a mirror like finish without creating the
hot spots created by traditional mirror like finishes. The Durable one piece design will make
set-up easy and fast. Wave design allows for heat to escape allowing you to lower the
reflector closer to your plants.
The Shade is available in two different sizes, the GROWSTAR (Large) as well as the
GROWSPOT (Small) for tighter spaces.
The Grostar Mogul e-40
Dimensions:
GROSTAR : Length – 1100mm, Width – 1100mm, Depth – 410mm
GROSPOT : Length – 760mm, Width – 760mm, Depth – 410mm

PRODUCT CODE

PRODUCT

MSRP

900042

GROWSPOT

£130.00

900044

GROWSTAR

£140.00

NUTRIENTS &
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Cali Pro Grow A&B

Growing phase 2 part professional nutrient
Harness the full genetic potential of your valuable crops with CALI PRO GROW A&B and CALI
PRO BLOOM A&B. Emerald Harvest’s easy to use 2-part base nutrient series. With CALI PRO,
you spend less time measuring and tweaking your feeding program and more time tending
to your high-value crops.
The 2-part base nutrients are popular with growers who prefer to keep things simple. With
CALI PRO, feeding your crops couldn’t be easier: just mix equal portions of parts A and B
according to the application rates on the bottle or the feeding chart best suited to your
strain.
•
•
•
•
•
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Simple to use, do less math than a 3-part series with the same great results.
Professional results, novice & expert growers alike get high quality and superior yields.
All essential nutrients, constitutes a complete feeding program for guaranteed
success.
High-grade raw materials, contains the highest quality ingredients we could source.
Heavy harvests, engineered for high-yield plants.
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PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

950ml

£20.08

EMH-CPG-1GA

3.79L

£53.49

EMH-CPG-2.5GA

9.46L

£105.47

EMH-CPG-6GA

22.71L

£200.79

EMH-CPG-1QT

Cali Pro Bloom A&B

Blooming phase 2-part professional nutrient
CALI PRO is a nitrogen-rich fertilizer that nourishes your high-yield, indoor-grown crops
with the essential elements they need to develop strong stalks and stems and support a
robust harvest. Rich in phosphorus, potassium and other essential plant nutrients needed
for vigorous fruiting and flowering,
CALI PRO also contains trace elements such as chelated iron, cobalt, manganese and zinc.
•
•
•
•
•

Simple to use, do less math than a 3-part series with the same great results.
Professional results, novice & expert growers alike get high quality and superior yields.
All essential nutrients, constitutes a complete feeding program for guaranteed
success.
High-grade raw materials, contains the highest quality ingredients we could source.
Heavy harvests, engineered for high-yield plants.

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

950ml

£20.08

EMH-CPB-1GA

3.79L

£53.49

EMH-CPB-2.5GA

9.46L

£105.47

EMH-CPB-6GA

22.71L

£200.79

EMH-CPB-1QT

NUTRIENTS &
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Emerald Harvest Base Nutrients
Professional 3 part nutrient series

Give your crops what they need when they need it most, with Emerald Harvest GROW,
MICRO, BLOOM 3-part base nutrient series.
GROW, MICRO, BLOOM supplies plants with precise nutrient formulations that deliver the
right amounts of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium throughout the crop life cycle. In
addition to regulating the amounts of N, P and K so that your high-yield plants flourish,
GROW, MICRO, BLOOM provides a rich mix of trace elements such as magnesium, cobalt
and molybdenum as well as many chelated micro nutrients such as copper, manganese,
zinc and iron.
Our GROW, MICRO, BLOOM formulations are hand-mixed to ensure quality. And we’ve
included top-quality ingredients to help maximize the genetic potential of your high-yield
gardens. They will keep your garden growing strong from the early vegetative phase all the
way to the end of flowering.
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Emerald Harvest Grow
Professional nutrient

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

EMH-GRW-1QT

950ml

£9.77

EMH-GRW-1GA

3.79L

£24.42

Emerald Harvest Micro

Emerald Harvest Bloom

Professional nutrient

Professional nutrient

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

EMH-MCR-1QT

950ml

£12.21

EMH-BLM-1QT

950ml

£9.77

EMH-MCR-1GA

3.79L

£29.30

EMH-BLM-1GA

3.79L

£24.42

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

NUTRIENTS &
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Emerald Goddess
Premium plant tonic

Nurture your valuable crops with EMERALD GODDESS, an invigorating premium plant tonic
from Emerald Harvest. We’ve taken Mother Nature’s best naturally occurring elements and
other components and purified and refined them into a superlative one-shot addition for
satisfyingly big yields in your garden. Brimming with the finest Earth-friendly natural
Ingredients such as alfalfa and seaweed extracts,
EMERALD GODDESS contributes additional macro nutrients, vitamin B1 and humic acid.
These are the building blocks that will enable your plants to grow strong and flower
Abundantly.
EMERALD GODDESS summons the best harvest by putting the best nutrition in your
Garden, without any chemicals or additives that harm the Earth (or your values). Use
Emerald Goddess as a supplement to one of our base nutrient series from early growth
through the flowering phase for guaranteed professional results.
•
•
•
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Treats your plants to vitamin B1 and a multitude of rich, natural compounds.
Feeds your plants humic acid for better nutrient uptake.
Accelerates your plant’s well-being in your fast growing garden.

NUTRIENTS &
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PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

EMH-EMG-1QT

950ml

£31.88

EMH-EMG-1GA

3.79L

£113.38

EMH-EMG-2.5GA

9.46L

£265.70

EMH-EMG-6GA

22.71L

£575.69

Honey Chome

Aroma & resin enhancer
Intensify fragrance and flavour in your plants with HONEY CHOME, an aroma and resin
Enricher from Emerald Harvest. Designed to enrich your valuable crops with a robust
bouquet and plenty of resins during the flowering phase, HONEY CHOME is made from
high-quality ingredients.
This rich formulation is fortified with a boost of all three primary macro elements: nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium. Plants reach their maximum genetic potential and achieve
plentiful harvests with proper nutrition. The extra N, P and K in the bottle encourage crop
potency and productivity for vigorous growth and fruiting. HONEY CHOME also contains
carbohydrates derived from natural, Earth-friendly sources such as palm sugar and agave
nectar. A reserve of energy and sweetness in the upper plant, carbohydrates also
Nourish beneficial microbes in the root zone. Microbial inoculants, in turn, assist your plants
in plumping up root mass, resulting in greater nutrient uptake for more satisfyingly
Abundant growth and flowering.

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

950ml

£24.57

Use HONEY CHOME as a supplement to your favourite base nutrient series during the
Vegetative and flowering phases for guaranteed professional results.

EMH-HC-1QT
EMH-HC-1GA

3.79L

£85.47

•
•
•

EMH-HC-2.5GA

9.46L

£135.00

EMH-HC-6GA

22.71L

£366.30

Cultivates fragrant, sticky buds and flowering bristling with trichomes.
Feeds beneficial microbes in the root zone.
Enables the cultivation of plants that smell and taste great.

NUTRIENTS &
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Cal-Mag

Calcium Magnesium supplement
Keep your plants productive and green with CAL-MAG, a calcium-magnesium supplement
from Emerald Harvest. Containing top-quality ingredients, CAL-MAG is designed to nourish
crops with extra calcium and magnesium and create the right conditions for abundant
flowering and a heavy yield. This is especially important when growing in some media, such
as coco coir, but any garden can benefit.
Growers use calcium-magnesium supplements to strengthen their plants and correct
Nutritional deficiencies inherent to some popular growing media. Calcium regulates growth
and encourages plant development, while magnesium is essential for chlorophyll
Production, so your garden gets enough energy from light. Magnesium also activates
Enzymes your valuable plants need to uptake nutrients.
•
•
•
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Prevents calcium or magnesium deficiency in your garden.
Promotes chlorophyll production in your plants to keep them green and healthy.
Activates the enzymes that help your plants uptake nutrients.
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PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

EMH-CMG-1QT

950ml

£13.84

EMH-CMG-1GA

3.79L

£42.32

EMH-CMG-2.5GA

9.46L

£88.56

EMH-CMG-6GA

22.71L

£159.42

King Kola

Powerful Bloom Booster
Get the most benefit from every flower in your garden with Emerald Harvest KING KOLA. A
powerful bloom booster designed to create bigger, heavier blossoms, KING KOLA provides
the essential elements your valuable crops need to burst forth in heavy buds and flowers.
It’s high in phosphorus and potassium, so using KING KOLA helps drive budding faster,
Easier and better than using base nutrients alone. KING KOLA also contains nitrogen,
Derived from hemp seed, which helps increase yields.
Another key ingredient that makes KING KOLA such a powerful bud builder is L-form amino
acids. L-amino acids act as natural chelators, so your plant’s roots can soak up the full
amount of nutrients they need to produce a satisfying yield. They encourage plant
Metabolisms to work more efficiently, so there’s little waste of the valuable nutrients you
feed your crops. In turn, this drives buds that will be the pride of your garden.
Use KING KOLA as a supplement to a base nutrient series in the flowering phase for
Guaranteed professional results.
•
•
•

Encourages prolific flowering and massive, weighty blooms.
Powers up your plants productivity with extra potassium and phosphorus.
Treats your crops to a boost of high-quality nutrients, including nitrogen.

SIZE

MSRP

950ml

£29.30

EMH-KK-1GA

3.79L

£113.38

EMH-KK-2.5GA

9.46L

£244.15

EMH-KK-6GA

22.71L

£529.00

PRODUCT CODE
EMH-KK-1QT

NUTRIENTS &
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Root Wizard

Massive root builder
Empower your garden with ROOT WIZARD, a massive root builder from Emerald Harvest. The
endomycorrhizae and viable bacterial spores in this microbial inoculants colonize the
rhizosphere of your crops. While outdoor dirt gardens naturally contain myriad microbes
that enhance root vigour and boost nutrient uptake, ROOT WIZARD supplies your
growing medium, which otherwise lacks this microbial life, with beneficial Bacteria and
mycorrhizal fungi crucial to root function.
Designed to increase the bioactivity that bulks up root mass, the plant-symbiotic
Micro-organisms in ROOT WIZARD help break down organic matter into bio available
Nutrients, so your plants absorb and assimilate more of what they need for growth,
Maintenance and flowering. Beneficial bacteria and fungi in the root zone are hard-working
components of your plants’ well-being. They clean up and recycle unneeded waste, such as
discarded root skins, in the rhizosphere, helping your plant profit from nutrition more
Efficiently. Endomycorrhizal fungi penetrate and latch on to root cells, creating a network
that acts like root extensions, which bulks up the root mass and extends the reach for
nutrients.
•
•
•
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Jump-starts bigger root mass.
Increases nutrient uptake in the root zone.
Introduces beneficial bacteria and mychorrhizal fungi to plants.
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SIZE

MSRP

950ml

£62.76

EMH-RW-1GA

3.79L

£176.10

EMH-RW-2.5GA

9.46L

£341.52

EMH-RW-6GA

22.71L

£611.11

PRODUCT CODE
EMH-RW--1QT

Sturdy Stalk

Potassium Silicate Supplement
Build up your plant cell walls and encourage productivity with STURDY STALK, a potassium
silicate supplement from Emerald Harvest.
STURDY STALK’s key ingredient—silica—fortifies your plants and enriches the internal
structures needed to support top-heavy plants laden with flowers and fruits. Because it
strengthens cells, silica helps plants withstand environmental and other stressors, so that
they spend more of their energy creating blooms and buds. This results in a productive,
vigorous garden with heightened resistance to pests, insects and pathogenic airborne and
water-borne diseases.
The other main ingredient in STURDY STALK, potassium, helps your plants get the most
benefit from photosynthesis, no matter with what light or where your plants are cultivated.
Equally important in outdoor and soil less gardens, potassium is essential for strong
Vegetative growth and yields.
•
•
•

Encourages maximum plant growth and flower production in plants.
Fortifies the cell walls of your plant stalks and stems so they support big buds.
Fortifies your plants so they stay hardy.

SIZE

MSRP

950ml

£24.42

EMH-SS-1GA

3.79L

£68.03

EMH-SS-2.5GA

9.46L

£132.85

EMH-SS-6GA

22.71L

£239.12

PRODUCT CODE
EMH-SS-1QT
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pH-Up

pH-Down

The premium pH adjusters PH UP and PH DOWN, let you fine tune the pH of the growing
medium. This enables you to regulate the pH for optimal nutrient uptake and stable
Conditions for beneficial microbes living in the root zone. When the pH of the nutrient
Solution stays in the sweet spot (pH 5.5-6.5), sufficient essential elements remain available
to the plant roots for heavy yields and bountiful harvests.

The premium pH adjusters PH UP and PH DOWN, let you fine tune the pH of the growing
medium. This enables you to regulate the pH for optimal nutrient uptake and stable
Conditions for beneficial microbes living in the root zone. When the pH of the nutrient
Solution stays in the sweet spot (pH 5.5-6.5), sufficient essential elements remain available
to the plant roots for heavy yields and bountiful harvests.

All Emerald Harvest premium base nutrients and supplements are pH buffered, so if you’re
using the full product line, you probably won’t need to adjust the pH of your nutrient
Solution. However, when growing in certain mediums, such as rock wool or coco coir, you
may want to fine tune the pH.

All Emerald Harvest premium base nutrients and supplements are pH buffered, so if you’re
using the full product line, you probably won’t need to adjust the pH of your nutrient
Solution. However, when growing in certain mediums, such as rock wool or coco coir, you
may want to fine tune the pH.

Premium alkalizer

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

EMH-PHU-1QT

950ml

£20.34

EMH-PHU-1GA

3.79L

£63.29

PRODUCT CODE

56

Premium acidifier
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SIZE

MSRP

EMH-PHD-1QT

950ml

£15.94

EMH-PHD-1GA

3.79L

£49.81

2-Part Cali Pro Kick Starter Kit
950ml Premium nutrients x8

This ultimate 2-part sample starter kit features the easy-to-use CALI PRO Professional Base Nutrient Series. Emerald Harvest has won the “Best Nutrient Company” award 5
straight times.
Plant growers bump up their results with this kit. It pairs our premium 2-part
professional base nutrients with a powerful bloom booster, a premium plant tonic, plus
supplements to increase resins and build massive roots. Get ready to grow!
The 2-Part Kick Starter Kit includes:
•
•
•
•

1x
1x
1x
1x

Cali Pro Grow A 950ml
Cali Pro Grow B 950ml
Cali Pro Bloom A 950ml
Cali Pro Bloom B 950ml

•
•
•
•

1x
1x
1x
1x

Emerald Goddess 950ml
King Kola 950ml
Honey Chome 950ml
Root Wizard 950ml

PRODUCT CODE

NO. OF PRODUCTS

MSRP

EMH-CPC-1QT

8 x 950ml

£199.95

NUTRIENTS &
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SoHum Living Soil 42.5L
Premium grade potting mix

SOHUM LIVING SOIL is handcrafted by growers, for growers to provide a true living biodynamic mix to be used for container growing and indoor/outdoor settings. SOHUM LIVING
SOILS will simplify the growing process, maximise yields, and allow for consistent quality in
production. SOHUM is a bio-dynamic potting mix developed to optimize the plants genetic
potential. In cultivation, the term ‘bio-dynamic’ applies to the understanding that a living
soil with beneficial bacteria and fungi directly impacts plant development, emphasizing a
natural approach to growing.
This fully amended potting mix contains none of the artificial components found in other
soils, and requires none of the chemical additives to spur growth, Enjoy naturally enhanced
flavour!
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Just add water, no need to pH your medium or second guess testing kits.
Living soil, the optimal balance of micro organisms & beneficial bacteria to help your
plants reach their genetic potential.
No mixing needed, take the guess work out of providing your plant’s essential
nutrients.
Naturally sourced, all natural bio dynamic formula brings out the fullest flavours and
finest quality from your crop.
Reduce costs, SoHum has exactly what plants crave so there is never a need for
additional chemicals or nutrients.
Full plant cycle, from seed to harvest, SoHum provides plenty to eat through
vegetation or flowering.
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PRODUCT CODE

NO. OF BAGS

MSRP

SOH-LS-425

1-19

£39.99

SOH-LS-425

20-49

£39.99

SOH-LS-425

50+

£39.99

Earthalive Soil Activator

Natural & beneficial bacteria fertilizer booster
Earth Alive SOIL ACTIVATOR’s advanced formula combines three strains of beneficial
bacteria with a natural synergistic active to improve the bio availability of your fertilizer
program, strengthen the development and structure of plant roots, increase vegetative
growth, and boost production. It contains no synthetic chemicals and no genetically
modified.
The three strains of high-performance beneficial bacteria were isolated by scientists from
natural soils and selected for their ability to boost nutrient supply. The microbes are
combined with a unique all-natural plant based synergist that enhances their activity, and
helps to hold nutrients where the roots can use them. When Earth Alive SOIL ACTIVATOR is
added to soil or soilless substrate the bacteria activates and begin to multiply, surrounding
roots in a cloud of bioactivity!.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mineralizes and fixes nitrogen.
Solubilizes Phosphorous.
Solubilizes silicate & zinc.
Chelates iron.
Produces nutrient mineralizing enzymes.
Speeds transplant recovery.

SIZE

MSRP

EAL-100G

100g

£17.94

EAL-300G

300g

£25.52

1Kg

£48.24

PRODUCT CODE

EAL-1KG
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Moonshine Nutrient Enhancer

Moonshine Foliar Spray

MOONSHINE is a brewed plant biostimulant that is designed to promote impressive plant
growth, health and terpene production in a variety of ways. This illicit brew imparts an
increase in the cation-exchange capacity of your chosen growing medium. In increasing the
number of cations available to the plant at any given ph the fertility of the growing medium
is increased, allowing nutrients and trace elements to be more readily absorbed through the
roots.

MOONSHINE FOLIAR FEED is a non-carcinogenic, non-toxic and 100% biodegradable plant
stimulants. Foliar feeding is a technique of feeding plants by applying liquid fertilizer directly
to there leaves. Plants are able to absorb essential elements through their leaves.

Plant biostimulant

Natural extract plant enhancer

By using MOONSHINE FOLIAR your plant will be more uniform, faster growing and you will
have all round healthy plants that are less susceptible to disease.

MOONSHINE gives the plant a good source of plant growth stimulators and amino acids.
The growth stimulators include naturally occurring levels of auxin, gibberellin and cytokinin
plant hormones which are readily used by the plant to regulate plant growth, cell division in
roots and shoots, bud growth and essential oil production. Finally, the unique formulation
promotes the transport of sugars throughout the plant.
PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

MO-NE-500

500ml

£29.40

MO-FS-1L

1L

£21.00

1L

£52.50

MO-FS-5L

5L

£73.50

MO-NE-5L

5L

£210.00

MO-FS-10L

10L

£126.00

MO-NE-10L

10L

£367.50

MO-NE-20L

20L

£630.00

MO-NE-1L
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Hygrozyme Enzyme Formula
Natural enzyme product

Hygrozyme is a genuine innovation in enzyme-based products that breaks down old root
mass to allow for and stimulate new growth. Manufactured in an entirely unique way,
Hygrozyme offers growers a number of advantages over competing products. Completely
free of bacteria, it has a virtually unlimited shelf life and carries no risk of introducing living
bacteria into your system.
•
•
•
•
•

Provides a cleaner root zone.
Accelerates breakdown of dead roots.
Effective in all growing media & growth stages.
Compatible with all nutrient & supplement programs.
Supports Beneficial Micro-organisms.

How does it work?
Hygrozyme is made by a unique fermentation process which creates a bacteria free
product, consisting of enzymes and amino-acid chains. These enzymes break down your
old roots and turn them into food for your plant.

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

HGZ-500ML

500ML

£24.99

HGZ-1L

1L

£39.99

HGZ-4L

4L

£149.99

HGZ-10L

10L

£299.99
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Spray2Grow Plant Protection Spray
500ml Bottles

Spray2Grow Protection sprays are the natural way to fight fungal plant pathogens,
spidermites & thrips. It keeps your plants healthy, green & pest free. Allowing for improved
flowering & fruiting!

Mildew Protection Spray
Organic 500ml bottle

Mildew is a fugal pathogen infection that affects a wide range of plants. When the
pathogen begins to take over one of your plants, a white fungi made up of many spores
form across the top of the leaves. Mildew left untreated can slow down the growth of
your plants and will reduce fruit yield & quality.
With Spray2grow Mildew protection spray, you can naturally fight fugal plant pathogens.
A concentrate of a natural and organic extract, that when diluted will protect your plants
by activating the plants own defence mechanisms. The active ingredient also acts as a
biostimulant to keep your plants healthy with improved flowering & fruiting.
PRODUCT CODE
Mildew Protection Spray
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SIZE

MSRP

500ml

£39.99

Thrips Protection Spray

Spidermite Protection Spray

Thrips are an order of small insects, which feed by sucking sap from leaves &
flowers, causing significant damage to your plants. Leaves damaged by thrips become
a dull green and later develop a silvery white discolouration on the upper surface. The
discoloured areas are usually marked by tiny black excrement spots. Thrips are likely to
cause distorted growth, Heavy attacks by thrips can prevent flower buds from opening.

Spidermites are a plant pest that affect many crops worldwide. They feed by penetrating
plant tissue with their needle-like mouthparts & can reproduce quickly, enabling them
to cause enormous damage in a short period of time. Spidermites infest plant leaves,
leaving yellowing & dead spots that coalesce until the entire leaf is affected. The leaf will
turn yellow, wilt & finally shed.

Spray2grow Thrips protection spray, naturally fights Thrip infestation on your plants. by
using a concentrated mix of plant extracts & saponins. This foliar biostimulant also helps
the plant recover from infection quicker, IMPROVING
FLOWERING & FRUITING.

Spray2grow spidermite protection spray when diluted, fights red spidermites/ Twospotted mites by using a concentrated mix of plant extracts & saponins. It also helps
your plants recover from pest quicker, keeping your plants green & pest free.

500ml bottle

PRODUCT CODE
Thrips Protection Spray

500ml bottle

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

500ml

£39.99

Spidermite Protection Spray

500ml

£39.99

GROWING
ESSENTIALS
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FlexiTank

FlexiTank Professional

The AutoPot FlexiTank revolutionises water storage, it is everything you need in one
compact box. It requires no tools for assembly, reduces storage and shipping costs and
takes minutes to assemble. It really couldn’t be simpler. Unlike other water butts and
barrels, the AutoPot FlexiTank can be stored away when not used, can fit where other
tanks cannot go and is adaptable in ways standard tanks are not.

The FlexiTank Pro’s reflective and light-tight skin beautifully disguises an extremely
rugged, fully collapsible design within. Concealed tank supports and internal capacity
markings add neat edges to the proven, ultra-strong, ultra-practical FlexiTank design.

Flexible growing system tank

•
•
•
•
•

Fits where other rigid tanks can’t go.
Easy to ship & store.
Easy to assemble.
Includes zippered lid and easy to fit tap.
Tap has snap-fit on the nozzle for easy connection to snap-fit ended hose-pipes.
SIZE

MSRP

AP-FT-100

100L

£51.03

AP-FT-225

225L

£68.04

AP-FT-400

400L

£123.59

AP-FT-750

750L

£215.46

AP-FT-1000

1000L

£270.00

PRODUCT CODE

64

Flexible growing system tank

GROWING
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reflective and light tight.
Ultra-strong.
Anti-tip design.
Internal capacity markings.
Simple assembly in minutes.
All fittings included.
Attractive retail box packaging.
SIZE

MSRP

AP-FTP-100

100L

£86.00

AP-FTP-225

225L

£130.00

AP-FTP-400

400L

£190.00

PRODUCT CODE

RP Pump 7000M

Growing System Water Pump
The RP Pump submersible pump is a proven and reliable pump. The RP 7000 can pump up to
7000 litres per hour and the max delivery height for the RP 7000 is 7.5m. With the
combination of the height litres per hour and the 400W wattage, the RP 7000 Pump makes
for a powerful submersible pump despite its size. It comes with a 5 metre long cable giving
you plenty of length to work with.

PRODUCT CODE

WATTAGE

MSRP

RP-7000-M

440W

£64.99

GROWING
ESSENTIALS
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Ez-Pz 10 Gal. 4 Planter Trellis Kit
Planter Kit

Our Trellis Growers Kit has all the features and benefits of the Ez-Pz Planter system that
growers everywhere have come to love. All of our Trellis Growers Kits come with a 5 x 15 Ft
net that gives you the option of choosing how you support the weight of your plant.
Kit Breakdown:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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4 x Ten Gallon Planters.
4 x Irrigation Manifolds.
16 x Irrigation Manifold Brackets.
4 x Union Valves (1/2” x 1/2”).
40 x 360 degree sprayers.
1 x Worker Station.
4 x Re-usable Inserts/ Screen Pots.
4 x Rubber Drain Grommets.
1 x 25ft Antimicrobial PVC Hose.
1 x Trellis Net (5 ft x 15ft).

GROWING
ESSENTIALS

•
•
•
•

16 x 1 -1/4” PVC (Legs).
4 x 1/2” MPT Tub outlet tee.
4 x 1/2” MPT 90 Tub Fitting.
4 x 1/2” FPT Barb Fitting.

FDA & EPA APPROVED PLASTICS
Patented medical grade plastic proven to
eliminate E-coli as well as mold and algae.

PRODUCT CODE

KIT

MP10WH4TGK

Ez-Pz 10 Gal. 4 Medical Planter Trellis Kit (White)

MSRP
£446.24

Ez-Pz 3 Gal. 6 Planter Growers Kit
Planter Kit

Kit Breakdown:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6 x Three Gallon Planters.
6 x Reusable Inserts/ Screen Pots.
10 x Irrigation Valves.
10 x Rubber Caps.
1 x 25ft FDA Approved 1/4” PVC Hose.
1 x 25ft FDA approved 3/4” PVC Hose.
24 x 1-1/2” PVC Legs.
6 x Tub Elbow MPT 3/8” by 1/2” MPT W/ 2 Silicone Washers & Nut.
5 x FPT 3/4” Barb Tub Tee.
4 x 6 Way reducing connector 3/4” to 1/4”.

FDA & EPA APPROVED PLASTICS
Patented medical grade plastic proven to
eliminate E-coli as well as mold and algae.

PRODUCT CODE

KIT

MSRP

EZ03GB6BCK

Ez-Pz 3 Gal. 6 Planter Complete Kit (Black)

£230.99

MP03WH6BCK

Ez-Pz 3 Gal. 6 Medical Planter Complete Kit (White)

£304.49
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Ez-Pz 1.2 Gal. 12 Planter Growers Kit
Planter Kit

Kit Breakdown:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

68

12 x 1.2 Gallon Planters.
12 x Reusable Inserts/ Screen Pots.
20 x Irrigation Valves.
20 x Rubber Caps.
1 x 25ft FDA Approved 1/4” PVC Hose.
1 x 25ft FDA Approved 3/4” PVC Hose.
48 x 1-1/2” PVC Legs.
12 x Tub Elbow MPT 3/8” by 1/2” MPT W/ 2 Silicone Washers & Nut.
10 x FPT 3/4” Barb Tub Tee.
8 x 6 Way Reducing Connector 3/4” to 1/4.
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FDA & EPA APPROVED PLASTICS
Patented medical grade plastic proven to
eliminate E-coli as well as mold and algae.

PRODUCT CODE

KIT

MSRP

EZ01GB12BCK

Ez-Pz 1.2 Gal. 12 Planter Complete Kit (Black)

£241.49

MP01WH12BCK

Ez-Pz 1.2 Gal. 12 Medical Planter complete kit (White)

£314.99

Bucket Company Run-Off Pump
Planter Kit Pump
Kit Breakdown:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1x Pump container.
1x 1100 or 750 GPH pump.
1x 750 GPH adapter grommet.
1x White pump filter.
1x Pump container filter
1x 1/2” FPT - 1/2” MPT or 3/4” Barb Outlet Fitting.
1x Discharge Fitting.
1x 3/8” MPT - 3/4” Barb straight fitting
1x 3/8” MPT - 1/2” MPT or 3/4” barb Elbow.
1x 3/8” MPT - 3/4” Male barb tee
4 x 3/4” End caps.
1x Back flow prevention grommet
1x 3/4” Metal Twist Clamp
1x 1/2” Metal Twist Clamp.
1x Adhesive Square Foam

PRODUCT CODE

KIT

MSRP

EZRO1100PUMP

Bucket Company 1100 GPH Run-Off pump kit

£109.99

EZRO750PUMP

Bucket Company 750 GPH Run-Off pump kit

£129.99
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Round Container Pots
PRODUCT CODE

70

SIZE(Litre)

DIA (Cm)

RCP-1L-BL

1L

15cm

RCP-2L-BL

2L

17cm

RCP-3L-BL

3L

19cm

RCP-4L-BL

4L

22cm

RCP-5L-BL

5L

24cm

RCP-7.5L-BL

7.5L

25cm

RCP-10L-BL

10L

28cm

RCP-12L-BL

12L

31cm

RCP-15L-BL

15L

32cm

RCP-20L-BL

20L

35cm

RCP-25L-BL

25L

40cm

RCP-30L-BL

30L

42cm

RCP-32L-BL

32L

43cm

RCP-35L-BL

35L

45cm

RCP-45L-BL

45L

48cm

RCP-60L-BL

60L

50cm

RCP-80L-BL

80L

56cm
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Square Pots
PRODUCT CODE
SQ-POT-0.5L-BL
SQ-POT-1L-BL
SQ-POT-5.6L-BL

SIZE(Litre)

SIZE(Cm)

0.5L

9x9cm

1L

11x11cm

5.6L

20x20cm

11L

25x25cm

SQ-POT-18L-BL

18L

30x30cm

SQ-POT-25L-BL

25L

35x35cm

SQ-POT-11L-BL

Square Round Pots
PRODUCT CODE

SIZE(Litre)

SIZE(Cm)

SQR-POT-1L-BL

1L

11x11cm

SQR-POT-2L-BL

2L

14x14cm

SQR-POT-3L-BL

3L

15.7x15.7cm

SQR-POT-5L-BL

5L

18x18cm
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Heavy Duty Pots w/ Handles

72

Root/Cloth pots (Pack of 10)

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE(Litre)

PRODUCT CODE

LTR30

30L

RT-POT-12L

12L

LTR35

35L

RT-POT-16L

16L

LTR43

43L

RT-POT-22L

22L

LTR50

50L

RT-POT-30L

30L

LTR60

60L

RT-POT-39L

39L

LTR75

75L

RT-POT-45L

45L

LTR90

90L

RT-POT-56L

56L

RT-POT-78L

78L
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SIZE(Litre)

Saucers

Bamboo Canes

PRODUCT CODE

DIA(Cm)

SAU-25-BL

25cm

BAM-CA-4

4FT (10-12MM)

SAU-30-BL

30cm

BAM-CA-5

5FT (10-12MM)

SAU-35-BL

35cm

BAM-CA-6

6FT (10-12MM)

SAU-40-BL

40cm

SAU-45-BL

45cm

SAU-50-BL

50cm

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE
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TGW Carbon Filters

Ventilation odour eliminator
Carbon filters are a staple product to grow rooms, they work by eliminating unwanted
odours by passing the air through a bed of carbon.
Our carbon filters are available in a range of different models with varying sizes and
airflow capacities. Our carbon filters are highly effective, durable and ensure longevity
at a
competitive price point.
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PRODUCT
CODE

HEIGHT

DIAMETER

AIRFLOW

MSRP

CF-200-1500

750mm

200mm

1500 m³/h

£149.99

CF-250-1500

750mm

250mm

1500 m³/h

£149.99

CF-250-2500

1000mm

250mm

2500 m³/h

£179.99

CF-315-3500

1000mm

315mm

3500 m³/h

£279.99

CF-315-4500

1000mm

315mm

4500 m³/h

£299.99
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16 Way Timer Boards

IEC Extension Lead

THIS BOARD MUST BE INSTALLED BY A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN
40A Contactor

Extend the reach of your power cable with this IEC C14 plug to IEC C13 plug power lead
cable. With a Male C14 socket to C13 plug it is ideal for a wide range of equipment.

2 Auxiliary Sockets

4m long

600 x 300mm MDF Board with room in the corners to fix to the wall
Quality 24hr mechanical timer that won’t let you down
16 Timed sockets

PRODUCT CODE
Timer board

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

16 Way

£129.99

4m Ext lead
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SIZE

MSRP

4M

£5.49
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Rope Ratchets (2 Pack)

YoYo’s (10 Pack)

•

Adjustable ratchet rope with a metal clasp to tie the rope at one end, these new
hangers make it easy and smooth to raise and lower lights and other things.

•

Rope hanger allows you to achieve the perfect light positioning without the risk of
breaking or sliding, raising and lowering your grow lights will be a breeze.

YOYO plant support hooks are used to support plants that have become too heavy to stand
upright and are in danger of falling over. To use simply attach the YOYO to the top of your
grow room then pull down the plant hook and hook it onto the stem of your plants. You can
get quite creative with YOYO’s and use them to not only support your plants but to pull them
away from the hot spot of lights at the same time.

•

Pulley hook very suitable for indoor plant racks, carbon filters, LED plant lights, etc.

Plant supports

adjustable grow room hanging ropes
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PRODUCT CODE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

MSRP

Rope Ratchets (pack of 2)

£4.99

YOYO’s (Pack Of 10)

£7.99 Ea.
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Straight Plant Scissors

Bonsai Scissors

Ideal for pruning bonsai, dead heading, thinning of soft stem branches, shrubs and flower
stems. Straight stainless steel blades hardened and tempered. The spring loaded handles
have soft grip inserts and locking lever.

Ideal for pruning bonsai, dead heading, thinning of soft stem branches, shrubs and flower
stems. Straight stainless steel blades hardened and tempered.

For trimming flowers

For trimming flowers

PRODUCT CODE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

MSRP

Straight Scissors

£4.99

Bonsai Scissors

£4.99
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Hygrometer

Aroma Armour Bags

Digital thermometer, hygrometer and clock
Alarm function and calendar display
Large LCD display
Selectable °C or °F temperature display
Maximum & minimum temperature memory

Organize & triple your storage space with the Aroma Armour vacuum seal bags. Easy to use,
Aroma vacuum bags are odourless, waterproof & dust proof. The vacuum seal bags
compress & become airtight, perfect for storing all kinds of items!.

Odour proof vacuum seal storage bags

With Probe
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5 Bags per pack.

PRODUCT CODE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

Hygrometer

£9.99

VAC-STOR-BAG-50x60

50x60cm x 5 bags

£10.00
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OCD odour neutraliser original
Professional Odour Eliminator

The OCD Original formula is OCD’s most powerful neutraliser and contains no fragrance. It
just removes bad odour from the air.
OCD GEL: It looks and feels like chopped up jelly. Shake the tub, remove the lid, and place
it anywhere you want to smell nice. They are made with essential oils and is safe and
eco-friendly.
OCD CUBE: It’s the size of a tennis ball but smells much better. Pierce the lid and throw it in
the corner of a room or place it inside your car door for instant odour elimination.

PRODUCT CODE

PRODUCT

MSRP

OCD1L-OR

OCD ORIGINAL 1L GEL

£17.00

OCD4L-OR

OCD ORIGINAL 4L GEL

£44.20

OCD22L-OR

OCD ORIGINAL 22L GEL

£140.00

OCDC-OR

OCD ORIGINAL CUBE

£10.20
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OCD odour neutraliser Bubble Gum
Scented Professional Odour Eliminator

OCD GEL: It looks and feels like chopped up jelly. Shake the tub, remove the lid, and place
it anywhere you want to smell nice. They are made with essential oils and is safe and
eco-friendly.
OCD CUBE: It’s the size of a tennis ball but smells much better. Pierce the lid and throw it in
the corner of a room or place it inside your car door for instant odour elimination.
OCD SPRAY: 30ml, pocket-sized liquid spray. Perfect for freshening up the car or after a trip
to the loo.
OCD AEROSOL: 750ml pressurised aerosol can deliver an odour neutralising solution that
spreads. Use it to quickly freshen up furniture, or a whole room.
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PRODUCT CODE

PRODUCT

MSRP

OCD1L-BG

BUBBLEGUM 1L GEL

£17.00

OCD4L-BG

BUBBLEGUM 4L GEL

£44.20

OCD22L-BG

BUBBLEGUM 22L GEL

£140.00

OCDC-BG

BUBBLEGUM CUBE

£10.20

OCDPS-BG

BUBBLEGUM SPRAY 30ml

£6.50

OCDS-BG

BUBBLEGUM AEROSOL 750ml

£8.95

OCD odour neutraliser Lemon
Scented Professional Odour Eliminator

OCD GEL: It looks and feels like chopped up jelly. Shake the tub, remove the lid, and place
it anywhere you want to smell nice. They are made with essential oils and is safe and
eco-friendly.
OCD CUBE: It’s the size of a tennis ball but smells much better. Pierce the lid and throw it in
the corner of a room or place it inside your car door for instant odour elimination.
OCD SPRAY: 30ml, pocket-sized liquid spray. Perfect for freshening up the car or after a trip
to the loo.
OCD AEROSOL: 750ml pressurised aerosol can deliver an odour neutralising solution that
spreads. Use it to quickly freshen up furniture, or a whole room.

PRODUCT CODE

PRODUCT

MSRP

OCD1L-L

LEMON 1L GEL

£17.00

OCD4L-L

LEMON 4L GEL

£44.20

OCD22L-L

LEMON 22L GEL

£140.00

OCDC-L

LEMON CUBE

£10.20

OCDPS-L

LEMON SPRAY 30ml

£6.50

OCDS-L

LEMON AEROSOL 750ml

£8.95
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OCD odour neutraliser Orange
Scented Professional Odour Eliminator

OCD GEL: It looks and feels like chopped up jelly. Shake the tub, remove the lid, and place
it anywhere you want to smell nice. They are made with essential oils and is safe and
eco-friendly.
OCD CUBE: It’s the size of a tennis ball but smells much better. Pierce the lid and throw it in
the corner of a room or place it inside your car door for instant odour elimination.
OCD SPRAY: 30ml, pocket-sized liquid spray. Perfect for freshening up the car or after a trip
to the loo.
OCD AEROSOL: 750ml pressurised aerosol can deliver an odour neutralising solution that
spreads. Use it to quickly freshen up furniture, or a whole room.
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PRODUCT CODE

PRODUCT

MSRP

OCD1L-O

ORANGE 1L GEL

£17.00

OCD4L-O

ORANGE 4L GEL

£44.20

OCD22L-O

ORANGE 22L GEL

£140.00

OCDC-O

ORANGE CUBE

£10.20

OCDPS-O

ORANGE SPRAY 30ml

£6.50

OCDS-O

ORANGE AEROSOL 750ml

£8.95

OCD odour neutraliser Fresh Linen
Scented Professional Odour Eliminator

OCD GEL: It looks and feels like chopped up jelly. Shake the tub, remove the lid, and place
it anywhere you want to smell nice. They are made with essential oils and is safe and
eco-friendly.
OCD CUBE: It’s the size of a tennis ball but smells much better. Pierce the lid and throw it in
the corner of a room or place it inside your car door for instant odour elimination.
OCD SPRAY: 30ml, pocket-sized liquid spray. Perfect for freshening up the car or after a trip
to the loo.
OCD AEROSOL: 750ml pressurised aerosol can deliver an odour neutralising solution that
spreads. Use it to quickly freshen up furniture, or a whole room.

PRODUCT CODE

PRODUCT

MSRP

OCD1L-FL

FRESH LINEN 1L GEL

£17.00

OCD4L-FL

FRESH LINEN 4L GEL

£44.20

OCD22L-FL

FRESH LINEN 22L GEL

£140.00

OCDC-FL

FRESH LINEN CUBE

£10.20

OCDPS-FL

FRESH LINEN SPRAY 30ml

£6.50

OCDS-FL

FRESH LINEN AEROSOL 750ml

£8.95
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Small Sized Tents
Indoor growing tents

The small sized Prodigy tents have a 600D tent fabric, making for a sturdy and high quality
tent, these tents are small but strong! Prodigy tents are the perfect environment for indoor
growing, With highly reflective Mylar insides, this means minimum light escaping. A huge
problem with indoor grow tents are the zips getting stuck, to combat this Prodigy tents
feature more practical and easier to use zips.
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PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

PGT-50-100-50

50x100x50cm

£68.24

PGT-60-60-200

60x60x200cm

£78.74

PGT-70-120-70

70x120x70cm

£78.74

PGT-70-70-160

70x70x160cm

£80.84

PGT-40-40-100

40x40x100cm

£60.89

PGT-70-70-200

70x70x200cm

£89.24

PGT-50-50-100

50x50x100cm

£62.99

PGT-80-80-160

80x80x160cm

£90.29

PGT-60-60-160

60x60x160cm

£71.39

PGT-80-80-200

80x80x200cm

£99.74

Medium Sized Tents
Indoor growing tents

The medium sized Prodigy tents have a 600D tent fabric, making for a sturdy and high
quality tent, these tents are perfect for more plants! Prodigy tents are the perfect
environment for indoor growing, With highly reflective Mylar insides, this means minimum
light escaping. A huge problem with indoor grow tents are the zips getting stuck, to combat
this Prodigy tents feature more practical and easier to use zips.

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

PGT-90-90-200

90x90x200cm

£110.24

PGT-120-60-200

120x60x200cm

£123.89

PGT-100-50-200

100x50x200cm

£114.44

PGT-120-120-200

120x120x200cm

£141.74

PGT-100-100-200

100x100x200cm

£120.74

PGT-140-140-200

140x140x200cm

£157.49

PGT-110-110-200

110x110x200cm

£157.49
PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

PGT-120-120-180

120x120x180cm LOFT

£150.00

PGT-240-120-180

240x120x180cm LOFT

£210.00
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Large Sized Tents
Indoor growing tents

The large sized Prodigy tent fabric ranges from the 150x150x225cm having 225mm up to
28mm with the 240X240X225cm tent, The upgraded thickness on the larger tents make
them a more sturdy and high quality tent, these tents are perfect for more plants! Prodigy
tents are the perfect environment for indoor growing, with highly reflective Mylar insides,
this means minimum light escaping. A huge problem with indoor grow tents are the zips
getting stuck, to combat this Prodigy tents feature more practical and easier to use zips.
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PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

PGT-150-150-225

150x150x225cm

£189.00

PGT-240-240-200

240x240x200cm

£377.99

PGT-200-100-200

200x100x200cm

£341.24

PGT-240-240-225

240x240x225cm

£420.00

PGT-200-200-200

200x200x200cm

£210.00

PGT-300-150-200

300x150x200cm

£343.13

PGT-240-120-200

240x120x200cm

£283.49

PGT-300-300-200

300x300x200cm

£482.99

PGT-240-120-225

240x120x225cm

£283.49

PGT-300-200-225

300x200x225cm

£367.49

PGT-240-150-225

240x150x225cm

£273.00

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

PGT-300-300-225

300x300x225cm

£367.49

PGT-400-200-225

400x200x225cm

£671.99

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

PGT-600-300-225

600x300x225cm

£1260.00

PGT-800-400-240

800x400x240cm

£1890.00
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TENT SIZE

POLE DIAMETER

COOL TUBE
SOCKETS

HANGING BARS

MAX WEIGHT PER
HANGING BAR

SPILL TRAY

MATERIAL

LARGE DOORS

SMALL DOORS

SUPPORT
STRAPS

120x120x180cm LOFT

25MM

0

4

10KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

1

0

INCLUDED

240x120x180cm LOFT

25MM

0

4

10KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

1

0

INCLUDED

50x100x50cm

16MM

0

4

10KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

1

0

INCLUDED

70x120x70cm

16MM

0

4

10KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

1

0

INCLUDED

40x40x100cm

16MM

0

4

10KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

1

0

INCLUDED

50x50x100cm

16MM

0

4

10KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

1

0

INCLUDED

60x60x160cm

16MM

0

4

10KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

1

0

INCLUDED

60x60x200cm

16MM

2

4

10KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

1

0

INCLUDED

70x70x160cm

16MM

0

4

10KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

1

0

INCLUDED

70x70x200cm

16MM

2

4

10KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

1

0

INCLUDED

80x80x160cm

19MM

0

4

10KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

1

0

INCLUDED

80x80x200cm

19MM

2

4

10KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

1

0

INCLUDED

90x90x200cm

19MM

2

4

10KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

1

0

INCLUDED

100x50x200cm

19MM

2

4

10KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

1

0

INCLUDED

100x100x200cm

22MM

2

4

10KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

1

2

INCLUDED

110x110x200cm

22MM

2

4

10KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

1

2

INCLUDED

120x60x200cm

25MM

2

4

15KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

1

0

INCLUDED

120x120x200cm

25MM

2

4

15KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

1

2

INCLUDED

140x140x200cm

22MM

2

4

15KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

1

2

INCLUDED

150x150x225cm

25MM

2

4

15KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

1

2

INCLUDED

200x100x200cm

25MM

4

8

20KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

2

2

INCLUDED

200x200x200cm

25MM

4

16

20KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

2

2

INCLUDED

240x120x200cm

28MM

2

8

20KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

2

2

INCLUDED

240x120x225cm

28MM

4

8

20KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

2

2

INCLUDED

240x150x225cm

28MM

4

8

20KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

2

2

INCLUDED

240x240x200cm

28MM

4

16

20KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

2

2

INCLUDED

240x240x225cm

28MM

4

16

20KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

2

2

INCLUDED

300x150x200cm

28MM

2

8

20KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

2

2

INCLUDED

300x300x200cm

28MM

4

16

20KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

2

2

INCLUDED

300x200x225cm

28MM

2

8

20KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

2

4

INCLUDED

300x300x225cm

28MM

4

8

20KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

2

4

INCLUDED

400x200x225cm

28MM

6

8

20KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

4

4

INCLUDED

600x300x225cm

28MM

8

24

20KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

4

4

INCLUDED

800x400x240cm

28MM

8

32

30KG

INCLUDED

600D MYLAR

4

4

INCLUDED
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SUPER LUMEN LED 600W
lighting lamp

The SUPER LUMEN Beam 600W is a high quality LED light that can be used for your entire
growth cycle. The design of the LED allows for the fixture to be folded down enabling for
easier transportation and fitting.
Digital control buttons on the side of the fixture allow for full control over your temperature
and dimming. It has a dimming range of 100W, 200W, 300W, 400W, 500W & 600W.
SUPER LUMEN Beam allows for random start or soft start depending on your preference.
The LED also has over-voltage, open/short circuit protection making it safe for the user.
The SUPER LUMEN Beam also has a LED bar protection function meaning if one of the bars
fail, the life of other bars and the power supply will never be affected. The IP65 design
ensures the LED is waterproof, moisture-proof and dust proof.

Energy saving

High efficiency

NCCS 0-10V

Features
•
Smart LED protection function.
•
Foldable for easy handling & transportation.
•
IP65 Rated (Waterproof, moisture & dust proof).
•
High luminous efficiency.
•
Random & soft start options.
•
Over voltage, open/short circuit protection.
•
Lightweight & compact design.
•
110V - 277V Wide voltage design.
•
1700 μmol/s Light output.

PRODUCT CODE

WATTAGE

MSRP

SPL-LED-600W

600W

£795.00
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SUPER LUMEN Ballast 600W

SUPER LUMEN Reflector

The SUPER LUMEN 600W Ballast is a high-quality ballast which is far more efficient than
other ballasts on the market. The ballast is much more affordable than other ballasts giving
excellent value for money with outstanding performance and reliability. The ballast has the
option of four different output levels can be switched (250W,400W,600W and SUPER
LUMEN +10%) with a dimming selector illuminating your grow. The fan-less ballast can
prevent any dust or moisture from entering the housing.

The SUPER LUMEN Reflector is a great reflector that comes at a great price. The design of
the SUPER LUMEN Reflector is simple yet effective due to the highly reflective material and
dimpled shade that helps disburse the light more evenly over your plants. The reflector is
also lightweight enabling for an easy set up.

High quality & highly efficient

Lighting reflector

Comes with a 5M Screened cable.

220V - 240V 2M Power Cords
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PRODUCT CODE

WATTAGE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

MSRP

SPL-TN-600P

600W

£40.00

NB-R600L

£15.00

NANOLUX Lighting controller

SUPER LUMEN 600W Kit

The NANOLUX Lighting controller is designed to control two light groups up to 50 lights in
any given area and uses 0-10V adjustable DC voltage to control ballast & LED fixtures.

The SUPER LUMEN 600W KIT comes with everything you need to get the biggest yields
and flowers possible!

The controller operates on a 24-hour time cycle and also has the ability to simulate sunrise
& sunset cycle from 10-60 minutes. Each of the two-lighting group channels has a room
overheat protection function that can be set up as needed.

The Super Lumen 600W Ballast is a high-quality ballast which is far more efficient than
other ballasts on the market. The ballast is much more affordable than other ballasts giving
excellent value for money with outstanding performance and reliability. The ballast has the
option of four different output levels can be switched (250W,400W,600W and SUPER
LUMEN +10%) with a dimming selector illuminating your grow. The fan-less ballast can
prevent any dust or moisture from entering the housing.

0-10V Lighting controller

Indoor grow lighting kit

Use the LCD touchscreen to easily view and modify the current settings for each channel.
The screen will automatically turn off after 45 seconds of no use to protect plants from
interruption of the light cycle. Moreover, the lighting controller is portable, easily operated &
installed.

In addition too this, the SUPER LUMEN 600W BALLAST KIT comes with a reflector and a
SUPER LUMEN DUAL SPECTRUM 600W HPS Lamp.

PRODUCT CODE

VOLTAGE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

QUANTITY

MSRP

SPL-LGT-CON

0-10V

£210.00

SPL-KIT

1-10

£99.99

SPL-KIT

11-50

£99.99

SPL-KIT

51-100

£99.99

SPL-KIT

100+

£99.99
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SUPER LUMEN HPS Pro lamp 600W

YO RATCHET

The HPS Pro Lamp (High pressure sodium) has a clear outer bulb and is optimized for grow
light output and maintenance. The HPS Pro lamp also produces dual spectrum light,
meaning it can provide your plants with both red and blue light from the same bulb, covering
all ends of the spectrum and giving all types of light your plants need.

2x piece ratchet for hanging light fixtures.
Max load 30kg /65lbs.

Dual spectrum lamp

LIGHT HOLDER SPECIFICATIONS : E40

2 piece hanging ratchet

1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
380
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480
580
680
Wavelength (nm)

780

PRODUCT CODE

WATTAGE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

AMOUNT

MSRP

SPL-HPS-600W

600W

£26.25

SPL-RR

2 Pack

£15.00

WindKing Inline Fans

Durable fans with high quality steel bearings
•
•
•
•

High-quality steel bearings.
Wall or ceiling mounted.
Professional retail-ready packaging.
Strong metal blades.

PRODUCT CODE

FAN SIZE

AIRFLOW

MSRP

WKD-IF-4

4”

300 m³/h

£78.74

WKD-IF-6

6”

740 m³/h

£89.99

WKD-IF-8

8”

1265 m³/h

£117.99

WKD-IF-10

10”

1325 m³/h

£129.99

WKD-IF-12

12”

1800 m³/h

£167.99
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AIRFORCE Wall Fan 16”

AIRFORCE Pro Wall Fan

The 16” Air Force wall fans are the ideal for use in multiple places, from office to grow room!
The fans are simple to assemble and fit onto your wall. The Air Force wall fan has 40 Watts of
power with 3 different speed settings, high, medium and low. These can be alternated with
one of the two string controls hanging under the wall fan. The fan is able to rotate 90° on
a loop or stay in the same place by pulling the other hanging string under the wall fan. The
Air Force wall fan can also tilt up and down allowing you to direct where you want cool air
distributed.

The 16” Air Force wall fans are the ideal for use in multiple places, from office to grow room!
The fans are simple to assemble and fit onto your wall. The Air Force wall fan has 40 Watts of
power with 3 different speed settings, high, medium and low. These can be alternated with
one of the two string controls hanging under the wall fan. The fan is able to rotate 90° on
a loop or stay in the same place by pulling the other hanging string under the wall fan. The
Air Force wall fan can also tilt up and down allowing you to direct where you want cool air
distributed.

VOLTAGE : AC.230V 50HZ

VOLTAGE : AC.230V 50HZ

Quality wall fan

AMOUNT

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

TGW-WF-1601

SINGLE

£25.00

TGW-WF-1601

PALLET (40+)

£25.00

PRODUCT CODE
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Quality wall fan
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AMOUNT

MSRP

TGW-PWF

SINGLE

£40.00

TGW-PWF

BOX OF 2

£80.00

AIRFORCE Pro Silencer Fan
Silenced ventilation fan

The Airforce pro silenced fan can move massivve amounts of air all whilst running much
quiieter than other brands. The acoustic foam wadding inside the fan casing minimises the
sound from the internal fan

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

POWER

MSRP

TGW-PSF-1900

250MM

1900 M³HR

£269.00

TGW-PSF-2700

315MM

2700M³HR

£385.00
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Combi Ducting
PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

CMB-DCT-203

203mm x 10M

£23.20

CMB-DCT-254

254mm x 10M

£29.60

CMB-DCT-315

315mm x 10M

£40.70

Aluminium Ducting
Acoustic Ducting
PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

INS-DCT-203

203mm x 10M

£44.30

INS-DCT-254

254mm x 10M

£55.00

INS-DCT-315

315mm x 10M

£59.50

*Meets EU & UK safety standards for fire regulations.*
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PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

ALU-DCT-203

203mm x 10m

£15.50

ALU-DCT-254

254mm x 10m

£20.00

ALU-DCT-315

315mm x 10m

£24.90

Fast Clamps

Weave Tape

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

MYP-120-200

200mm

£12.90

METP-200

200mm

£10.50

MYP-120-250

250mm

£18.90

METP-250

250mm

£16.30

MYP-120-315

315mm

£23.50

METP-315

315mm

£25.90

Jubilee Clips (Pack of 10)
PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

Aluminium Tape

MSRP

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MSRP

100mm

£2.63

MSP-100

100mm

£4.82

MIS-100

MSP-125

125mm

£5.68

MIS-125

125mm

£3.63

MSP-150

150mm

£6.88

MIS-150

150mm

£2.81

MSP-200

200mm

£9.10

MIS-200

200mm

£3.63

MSP-250

250mm

£11.40

MIS-250

250mm

£4.28

MSP-315

315mm

£15.44

MIS-315

315mm

£5.02
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